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ABSTRACT 
 

Law Enforcement must be vigilant in utilizing their limited resources to address both criminal 

activity and traffic safety.  Past research has concentrated on determining optimal routes for law en-

forcement entities under simplifying assumptions.  This dissertation presents a taxonomy of these law 

enforcement resource deployments and routing methods in order to provide a stronger foundation for 

algorithms that consider both criminal activity and traffic safety in optimally allocating available re-

sources.  This dissertation also introduces a method for comparing of deployment strategies using simu-

lation-based algorithm to cover nodes throughout a county, and it presents the results of several exam-

ple comparisons. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Resource utilization is a vital topic in a number of domains.  This is especially true in the 

field of law enforcement where resources are quite limited.  According to National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), early estimates indicate that 32,675 fatalities occurred in 

the United States in 2014 [34].  There are multiple reasons that traffic fatalities occur (reckless 

driving, alcohol, distractions, etc.) [47].  Steil has demonstrated that traffic enforcement by law 

enforcement officials has a positive impact on reducing the number of traffic fatalities [44].  

However, federal, state, and local entities have only a limited number of law enforcement offic-

ers and other resources necessary for patrolling roadways.   Law enforcement agencies need 

methods to produce routes for traffic enforcement that will minimize crashes and other nega-

tive traffic events.   Creating “smart” routes for officers will allow enforcement agencies to opti-

mize their resources to the extent possible. 

While there have been multiple approaches [7,13,23,24,25,37,41,45] in producing opti-

mal patrol routing methods, there is no taxonomy for patrol routing.  One goal of this research 

was to catalog popular patrol routing techniques, and then discuss potential methods to form a 

patrol routing taxonomy.  The structure of this dissertation is as follows.   In section two, we 

present definitions that define what a hotspot is as well as the methods used to create identify 

them.  In section three, we cover data that are available for use in creating hotspots.  In section 
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four, we cover the taxonomies of patrol routing.  In section five, we cover methods of 

new potential research areas derived from current patrol routing methods.  Finally, section six 

will give conclusions to our findings.  
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HOTSPOTS: DEFINITION AND BACKGROUND 

There are multiple of methods for defining hotspots given in the literature.  In this sec-

tion, we will describe these historical methods for defining and identifying hotspots.  Afterward, 

the method for defining hotspots that will be used throughout this document will be presented.  

HOTSPOT DEFINITION 

While hotspot is a very common term, there does not exist a precise definition for this 

word.  Hotspots have been used and created for multiple domains.  Merriam-Webster defines 

hotspot as “a place of more than usual interest, activity, or popularity” [31].  This is a broad def-

inition.  For our purpose, we must narrow this definition.  Cheng et al. [11] characterized 

hotspots as “locations (road segments, intersections, interchanges, ramps, etc.) that possess 

underlying correctable safety problems, and whose effect will be revealed through elevated 

crash frequencies relative to similar locations”.  This definition identifies hotspots as correcta-

ble safety problems involving crash frequencies.  Other authors have used similar definitions [4, 

18] to define hotspots in the context of traffic safety.  

METHODS FOR CREATING HOTSPOTS 

Table 1 lists methods for creating hotspots derived from Steil et al. [44] on the subject of 

hotspot identification (HISD) taxonomy.  While this list is not exhaustive, it does illustrate the 

vast amount of research into methods used to define hotspots in the traffic safety domain.  
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Method Name Description Strengths Weaknesses 
High Frequency Most common 

method for hotspot 
identification.  It 
chooses the highest 
frequency of events. 

Easy to calculate. Can lead to false pos-
itives and false nega-
tives, leading to 
missed opportunities 
for effective safety 
investments [11]. 

Statistical Confi-
dence Interval 

Segments are chosen 
by frequency above 
the mean by a pre-
scribed level of confi-
dence. 

Easy to calculate and 
builds on the High 
Frequency method. 

Choosing the im-
proper confidence 
level can cause prob-
lems with incorrect 
hotspots. 

Bayesian Methods Dependent on Poisson 
probability model.  
Uses crash history and 
expected crashes in 
similar locations to 
find true patterns. 

Reduces the chance 
for false positives 
when comparing 
method to High Fre-
quency and Statisti-
cal Confidence Inter-
val 

Dependent on  crash 
frequency data and 
good traffic data 
[32]. 

Grid Scanning Uses two-dimensional 
grids and produces 
summations of each 
cell.  The sorted list is 
the list of hotpots 

Very popular and 
used in many do-
mains, especially in 
epidemiology and 
law enforcement.  

Multiple methods to 
produce; complex al-
gorithms can be very 
resource intensive 
[10]. 

Kernel Estimation 
Method 

Uses fixed size win-
dows that move be-
tween time and space.  
A density is calculated 
for the window cen-
ter. 

Useful when looking 
at high concentra-
tions of events (i.e. 
dense road net-
works) 

User is left to select 
the appropriate ker-
nel size, which can 
lead to potential is-
sues with hotspot 
use [14]. 

Time Lag Between 
Events 

Looks for locations 
where events are fre-
quent.  These are 
found by taking a low 
standard deviation be-
tween the times be-
tween these events. 

Easy to calculate and 
create hotspots.  
Useful when there 
are lots of events. 

Very little work has 
been done to include 
temporal aspects 
into this method. 

K-Means Clustering Creates ‘k’ clusters to 
minimize the sum dis-
tance from every 
point in a cluster. 

Best used as an ex-
ploratory tool and us-
ing multiple ‘k’ val-
ues. 

Selecting the ‘k’ value 
is very challenging 
and can be problem-
atic to choose. 

Table 1: List of Popular Hotspot Creation Methods 
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TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES THAT IMPLEMENT AND/OR UTILIZE HOTSPOTS 

There have been numerous tools developed to help create visual hotspots using the 

methods described in section 2.2.  The following section contains a list of popular tools that are 

used in the highway safety/law enforcement domain.   

CARE 

Critical Analysis Reporting Environment (CARE) is a statistical software package devel-

oped by Dr. David Brown and his team at the University of Alabama Center for Advanced Public 

Safety (CAPS).  CARE’s primary use is in highway safety planning.  For Alabama, CARE provides 

hotspot generation by using the high frequency method.  However, it goes further by pro-

cessing crash data at given hotspot locations to demonstrate various crash causes and out-

comes.  CARE also provides hotspot generation through several additional statistical tech-

niques, and it includes methods for integration into CARE data structures.  CARE utilizes a tool 

called IMPACT (Information Mining Performance Attainment Control Technique) which exposes 

all significant over- and under-representations when comparing any two subsets of data within 

in a dataset.   

CARE is currently calibrated for two main types of hotspot identification methods: sim-

ple ranking, and a method similar to grid scanning.  The crash analysis section utilizes a sliding 

window approach that allows users to view graduated lines along segmented roadways accord-

ing to frequency counts.  The law enforcement section produces an output similar to what are 

typically called heat maps, see Figure 1.  Both allow users to view hotspots.  CARE, however, has 

not yet been extended to determine optimal routing using these hotspot results.  The user is 
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therefore charged with having to use these hotspot outputs to determine the best route possi-

ble.   

CRIMESTATE 

CrimeStat [28] is a tool used by many law enforcement agencies.  It is a spatial analysis 

system, created by Ned Levine and Associates, that utilizes crime data to create hotspots [28].   

CrimeStat uses incident locations as input, computes various spatial analysis statistics, and out-

puts results files.  Those files can then be used by a mapping program (in most cases, ESRI 

ArcMap) to visually display the hotspots that were created from the analysis.   CrimeStat uses 

various hotspot identification mechanisms including Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Crime 

(STAC), K-means clustering, Anselin's local Moran, and the Getis-Ord local G statistics.   

DDACTS 

In the summer of 2008, a partnership between the NHTSA and the Department of Jus-

tice created a new initiative entitled “Data-Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety” 

(DDACTS).  This initiative uses modern statistical analysis and geographic software to aid law 

enforcement officials with deploying their resources more effectively recognizing that most 

field officers deal with both traffic and crime issues [12]. 
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Figure 1: Heat Map of Crashes in Jefferson County, AL 

DDACTS is a methodology that uses tools (such as CARE or CrimeStat) to implement en-

forcement strategies.  DDACTS is divided into several components that range from data collec-

tion, to local partnerships, to measuring outcomes.  The goal of the methodology is to create 

long term change in the communities in which the DDACTS model is used [36].   
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Figure 2: Map of Tuscaloosa, AL showing DDACTS hotspots 

Because DDACTS is a high-level concept, any hotspot creation technique can be used 

during implementation, Figure 2 shows DDACTS hotspots for the Tuscaloosa, AL area.  For ex-

ample, a DDACTS hotspot could be defined to be a hotspot that considers both crime and traffic 

safety simultaneously.  Rochester, New York, which was chosen to be one of the demonstration 

sites in 2008, chose to use the Kernel Density method to create their hotspots using gun crimes 

and vehicle crashes [12].  As a result of using DDACTS in Rochester, the city reached its lowest 

reported crime level in twenty-five years.  However, other hotspot creation methods can also 

be used.  The operational guidelines for DDACTS does not suggest a certain method; it merely 

encourages the use of methodologies that incorporate spatial and temporal data to produce 

hotspots [36].  
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Kuo warns of potential errors of using only naïve algorithms before/after evaluation 

methods.  Site selection bias and other measures can overestimate the effectiveness of a treat-

ment [26].  Kuo recommends the use of Empirical Bayesian (EB) or Control Group methods to 

evaluate the effectiveness of a DDACTS model.   

DESKTOP HYPERCUBE 

The Desktop Hypercube is a tool, created by Stephen Sacks, that utilizes a queuing the-

ory for patrol car utilization.  In his model, he utilizes four components: response time, work-

load balance among the cars, patrol frequency and the number of inter-district dispatches.  By 

using these components, Sacks is able to create patrol districts on the map of the area in ques-

tion (usually a city) and evaluate the performance according to a specific criterion [42]. 

This method is very useful as it allows a user to easily manipulate the number of cars, 

number of patrol districts, and the way districts are drawn.  These manipulations take very little 

time to create and are easy to modify, thus allowing several alternative simulations to be evalu-

ated.  This allows users to create multiple simulations to determine the best utilization of patrol 

cars.   

Sacks uses Larson’s hypercube queuing model for the analysis engine that powers the 

Desktop Hypercube.  The hypercube queuing model calculates selected performance measures 

of emergency service systems such as police, fire, and medical [27].   There are two methods 

that Lawson’s model produces: an exact method, and an approximation method.  Sacks uses 

the approximation method due to the computational requirements of producing an exact 

model.  The method utilizes 22N alternatives, where N is the number of cars. Sacks reports that 

for a simulation of less than 10 cars, there are 1,024 simultaneous equations that must be 
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solved.  If a user has only 15 cars, the number of equations reaches into the billions.  Therefore, 

the creation of an exact model takes an impractical amount of computational power.   

COPLINK 

COPLINK [9] is an information storage and retrieval system that was created by Hsin-

chun Chin.  It was developed after the September 11th terrorist attacks as a system that local 

law enforcement officials could use to store information [9].  COPLINK was funded by the Na-

tional Institute of Justice (NIJ).   It was developed at the University of Arizona’s Artificial Intelli-

gence Lab in collaboration with the Tucson and Phoenix Police Departments.   Chen states that 

the main goal of COPLINK is “to develop information and knowledge management systems 

technologies and methodology appropriate for capturing, accessing, analyzing, visualizing, and 

sharing law enforcement-related information in social and organizational contexts” [9].   The 

COPLINK system contains multiple modules that are applied by different types of users.  Crime 

analysts’ uses the module called COPLINK Detect.  This module allows users to create linkages 

and associations in regards to crime.  These linkages are then clustered (i.e. hot spots are cre-

ated) and presented to the user.   

A drawback of COPLINK itself is that the system does not map the hotspots generated 

from the Detect module.  Another drawback is that the Detect module does not take into ac-

count any temporal data to determine hotspots.   

Because of the noted drawbacks above, Chen and his team at the AI Lab at the Univer-

sity of Arizona created what they called Spatio-Temporal Visualizations (STV) as an extension of 

the data collected from COPLINK [8].  STV targets the deficiencies in COPLINK by providing 

views in three different methods.  These methods include a temporal view, a spatial view, and a 
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pattern view.  The system uses a “central time-slider” to control the pattern and time-line of 

the hotspots.  STV utilizes the ESRI tool set to create the maps and other visualization efforts.    
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DATA POINTS 

This section describes the data that was used for the creation of the hotspots.  There is a 

wide variety of data types that can be used to generate hotspots.  While the list below is not 

exhaustive, it denotes data available within the state of Alabama that can be used for research 

purposes by CAPS.  CAPS has a rich history in the state of Alabama, having produced a feature-

rich set of enforcement tools that are widely used in the state.  Applications such as an elec-

tronic citation (eCite), electronic crash reporting (eCrash), CARE, automated law enformcent ad-

ministrative forms (eForms), and an electonice incident arrest report (ULTRA), which will be de-

fined in more detail below, have been adopted by the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency 

(ALEA) as the official electronic systems for data capture in the state.  

LOCATION DATA 

Location data is an obvious requirement to produce hotspots that are used for patrol 

routing.  Without location information, one cannot infer where events occur.   Location data 

can be found in various ways.  The most popular method is the use of Global Positioning System 

(GPS) coordinates.  GPS coordinates provide pin-point accuracy to where events occur [19].  

GPS coordinates are easily placed in an electronic map such as ESRI ArcMap.  GPS coordinates 

can be obtained from a variety of sources such as GPS devices connected to a computer, a mo-

bile device, or mapping software.   
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MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH DATA 

Crash data contains extremely valuable and useful information for law enforcement.  

Usually, these data are collected in the form of crash reports.  Every state is charged with col-

lecting crash data and, as such, each state has a methodology for collecting this information.  

While there is no mandated national standard, the NHTSA and the Governor’s Highway Safety 

Association (GHSA) developed the MMUCC standard (Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria) 

[2].  The goal of MMUCC is “to provide a dataset for describing crashes of motor vehicles in 

transport on a roadway that will generate the information necessary to improve highway safety 

within each State and nationally.”  The crash elements are collected in a variety of methods and 

vary from state to state.  The collection process is usually completed by two methods: paper 

form and electronic.  For paper form collection, officers will manually fill out a crash form and 

then submit the completed form to the proper authorities.  At this point data entry clerks are 

employed to input the reports into a state level centralized repository. For electronic collection, 

officers in the field utilize computer applications to collect the data.  Once the data for a crash 

are entered by the officers, the computer program prints out the crash report and then submits 

it electronically to the centralized repository. 

In Alabama, the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency (ALEA) is responsible for the collec-

tion of crash data across the state.  The current method of collecting the crash data is electronic 

by using the eCrash computer program.   eCrash was created by CAPS in partnership with ALEA.  

All crash data is input into eCrash and then subject to a number of validations.  If these data val-

idations are successful, eCrash then submits the data to the state’s central repository.  A 

screenshot of one of the eCrash data entry mats is given in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Screenshot of Alabama eCrash 

One of the most critical data elements for patrol routing is crash locations.  Alabama uti-

lizes two methods for crash location depending on the roadway classification.  “On system” 

crashes utilizes route and milepost information to locate crashes.  On system crashes are 

crashes that occur on state maintained roadways.  These roadways include interstates as well 

as federal and state routes.  Off-system crashes utilize a link-node system to identify crash loca-

tions.  This includes a link (i.e. a roadway segment) and two nodes (the beginning and ending of 

a link).  This system takes as inputs these three data elements, and then it queries the officer 

for the distance of the crash was from the first (i.e. beginning) node.  Off-system roadways in-

clude roadways that are not maintained at the state level, and thus do not generally contain 

mileposts.  These include county roads and city streets throughout the state. 
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eCrash also allows the officer to input the GPS coordinate of a crash.  This information 

can be specified by multiple methods:  A GPS device can be connected to the computer, a port-

able GPS device can output the GPS coordinate and the officer can type in the coordinates, or 

the officer can use a mapping application.  

 

Figure 3: Heat Map of Crashes in Jefferson County, AL 

TRAFFIC CITATION DATA 

Citation issuance is the major mechanisms used by all state highway patrol officers for 

enforcement [16,3,33,5].  It is generally accepted that this type of enforcement serves as a very 

effective countermeasure for automobile crashes.  Traffic citation data, just like crash data are 

collected in the same formats.  There exists no national standard for traffic citation data collec-

tion.  In some cases, states do not require a standard for citation data among jurisdictions.  

Each state (and in some cases a region or district of a state) creates a traffic citation form that is 
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used to cite violators.  When a citation is written, this form is given to the motorist and also 

submitted to the proper authorities.  In most cases, the officer will submit this form to an entity 

charged with adjudicating the violation.  Violators are notified by that entity on what steps they 

must take in order to process the violation.  Once the traffic citation is properly adjudicated, the 

form is sent to the state agency in charge of the driver records, which are in a database (main-

tained by each state) that contains data on every licensed individual in the state.  The traffic ci-

tation data is then added to the driver’s history after adjudication.  If the motorist does not live 

in the state where the traffic infraction occurred, the administrator of the driver database is 

charged with sending the adjudicated traffic record to the state in which the individual resides.  

Traffic citations and their adjudication are an integral part of a state’s traffic records 

management system.  NHTSA works with states to help them create best practices for the dif-

ferent types of traffic data elements.  Every state is required to create a Traffic Records Coordi-

nating Committee (TRCC) that consists of representatives from several appropriate state agen-

cies.  The TRCC is designed to create and maintain a traffic records system to support data-

driven, evidence-based decisions to identify issues within the state in regards to traffic safety 

[35].  

In Alabama, the Administration Office of the Courts (AOC), in partnership with the ALEA 

and CAPS created an electronic traffic citation system called eCite that allows an officer to col-

lect all required information for a traffic citation.  Even though location information is not a re-

quirement by law, the state understood that location information was a vital piece of enforce-

ment knowledge and thus enabled officers to submit GPS coordinate location specifications 

along with the electronically submitted citation.  Currently GPS coordinates are optional for the 
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officer to input, but some location coordinates are expected to be required on all citations in 

the near future.   Currently there has been a total of over 5.6 million citations generated using 

eCite. Of that amount, over 46% of those contains GPS coordinates.  Figure 4 presents a screen 

shot of one view of the eCite data entry mat.  

 

Figure 4: Alabama eCite to capture traffic citation data   

CRIME DATA 

Crime data are another important component necessary for creating patrol routes con-

sistent with the DDACTS objectives.  “Crime data” is a broad term that includes data that are 

collected in a variety of methods.  In most situations, an officer will use a Unified Crime Report 

(UCR) to collect and submit crime data.  These data are processed by numerous entities (arrest-

ing agency, court processing the crime, and also federal entities such as the FBI).  There exists a 

national standard for collecting crime data via a Uniform Crime Report (UCR).  The FBI UCR pro-

gram is a nationwide statistical effort to voluntarily report crime data.  This system has been in 
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place since 1930.  Subsequent to that, the FBI released the National Incident-Based Reporting 

System (NIBRS) as a data collection standard to be used in collecting UCR data [29]. 

The Alabama Criminal Justice Information Center (ACJIC), which has now been consoli-

dated into ALEA, in partnership with CAPS, created an electronic system for collecting UCR data 

called ULTRA, which allows officers to electronically collect crime data and submit the data to 

the proper authorities.  In Alabama, ALEA is responsible for collecting state-wide UCR data and 

submitting this information to the FBI.  ULTRA allows an officer to collect location information 

via GPS coordinates and also by using address information.  ULTRA then geocodes the address 

information to allow spatial analysis of crime data.   
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TAXONOMY OF PATROL ROUTING ALGORITHMS 

While there exists taxonomy for hotspot identification techniques, a taxonomy for pa-

trol routing has not been produced to date.  Steil published a taxonomy called HIT-STEP that 

provides a method for classifying different types of hotspots and the identification methods 

[44].  This is very important as it provides an ability to decipher very quickly the type of hotspot 

identified and the identification method used to define the hotspot.  In general, hotspot defini-

tion is a pre-requisite to any discussion of patrol routing, so the existing catalog and taxonomy 

of hotspot definitions is extremely important to our patrol routing discussion. 

Routing represents the other side of the same coin: Given a method for identifying 

hotspots, how can optimal routes be determined that cover these hotspots?  While the area of 

patrol routing is relatively new, there has been a diversity of substantial work in producing pa-

trol routes.  In the following section, we present a taxonomy of different patrol routing tech-

niques.  

BUILDING A TAXONOMY 
 

The proposed taxonomy includes four categories of patrol routing (Heuristics, Simula-

tion, Genetic Algorithms, and Bayesian-Stackelberg).  Each of these categories supports a differ-

ent approach at solving the patrol routing problem.   

The heuristics category is based on approximate mathematical models.  In most cases, 

heuristics attempt to create near-optimal solutionsl to NP-Hard optimization problems, i.e., 
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they cannot be solved feasibly by optimization techniquest.  Therefore a heuristic algo-

rithm is performed to attempt to come close to solving the problem.  In the case of patrol rout-

ing, because of the number of variables (edge weights, number of hotspots, and number of ve-

hicles/officers) it is impossible to solve the problem (i.e., obtain the provably optimal routing 

solution) without making some limiting assumptions.  Thus, in many cases a heuristic approach 

might return as good an approximate solution as other methods.   

Simulation takes a different approach to solving the patrol routing problem.  Simulation 

requires that a model be built of the patrol routing structure from which times and other met-

rics can be determined for any given specific solution.  Simulation allows researchers to make 

small changes (usually by varying input parameters) to the algorithms in the model and perform 

a test of the results to determine its relative value compared to other alternatives.  In these 

simulations, the amount of time it takes to perform these reiterations is minimal, therefore 

they can be run multiple times over a range of possible solutions in order to hone in on what 

might be close to optimal.  By experimenting with changes in the calibrations it may be possible 

to determine the effect of a change on the objective function, and thus to drive the “solution” 

close to optimal. 

Genetic Algorithms (GA) takes an evolutionary approach.  GA breaks the problem into 

multiple sub problems and attempts to solve each of these individually.  The solutions to these 

sub problems are then integrated together (or in terms of GA, the solutions mate and possibly 

mutate).  This is an iterative process, but as the iterations pass, the larger solution to the entire 

problem evolves.  There is no proof that any of the solutions produced by GA are optimal. 
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Bayesian-Stackelberg takes an approach as a turn based gaming theory.  Every player 

(i.e. enforcement agent and emulated criminal) takes their turn based on what the current situ-

ation dictates.  Therefore the patrol officer will pick a path along the graph and the criminal will 

make a determination to the location to commit the crime based on this fact.  In this approach, 

approximations are made to reduce the potential for a criminal to cause the largest amount of 

damage.  However, this could result in a more realistic situation in that both law enforcement 

and criminals tend to be adaptive to each other. 

The sections below present each of these taxonomy categories in turn.  Each section de-

scribes the general concept of the category, and then presents some specific approaches that 

fall into that category. 

HEURISTICS 

Using a heuristic approach is very efficient in cases where classical methods of solving a 

problem are too difficult or often impossible [24].  Due to the large number of variables in-

volved in patrol routing (roadway data, number of officers, area to be covered, etc.), the prob-

lem falls into the category of NP-hard problems [17].   

Silver prescribes a definition for a heuristic solution as “a method which, on the basis of 

experience or judgment, seems likely to yield a reasonable solution to a problem, but which 

cannot be guaranteed to produce the mathematically optimal solution” [43].  He states that us-

ing mathematical models to solve real world problems includes a four step process as high-

lighted by the figure below: 
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Figure 5: Real-world situation to solution [43] 

Using this as a guide, the following sections gives examples of patrol route algorithms 

that use a heuristic model to create a method for routing officers. 

MAXIMUM COVERING PATROL ROUTING PROBLEM (MCPRP) 

Keskin proposed the idea of taking the patrol routing problem and mapping it to the ori-

enteering problem also known as the classical selective travelling salesman problem (STSP) [25].  

The STSP is a graph theory problem where each vertex of a graph has an associated “profit.”  

The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the profit which is determined by the gross profit mi-

nus the travel costs [15].  Keskin approached the patrol routing problem by establishing the 

profits to be denoted as “service time” – the time it takes a patrol vehicle to route to an event.  

The goal for Keskin was to minimize the time it takes to service each hotspot and the constraint 

is the shift duration.  Keskin found the problem to be harder than the standard STSP in that 

there exists expiration to the “profits.”  Hotspots contain a time window where the area is actu-

ally a hotspot.  Therefore a new constraint is introduced.   Each vertex (or hotspot) has a shift-

ing “profit” due to the different time a location is an actual hotspot.   

The problem becomes even more complex since the problem cannot be solved compu-

tationally.  Keskin uses local and tabu search heuristics to take this NP-hard problem to yield a 
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“supposed reasonable” solution.   The results show in real world examples (taking 3 areas – Ru-

ral Jefferson County, Rural Tuscaloosa County, and Mobile County) that local searches seemed 

to outperform tabu searches.  The algorithm can also aid decision makers in knowing how many 

patrol vehicles are necessary during different days and shifts.   

There were several assumptions that could lead this model to not perform as well in real 

world situations.  For instance, one assumption states that “State troopers travel at a constant 

speed of 60 miles/hour.  Therefore, travel time from one hot spot to another is a calculated 

constant and irrelevant to time of day or day of week.”  Because of the variety of areas and 

roadways state troopers work, there is no way to guarantee this constant speed.  In Alabama, 

state troopers are required to work on interstates, federal and state highways, and also county 

roadways.  The speed limit in these disparate roadways range from 45 miles/hour to 70 

mile/hour.  This assumption also does not take traffic into account.  Another assumption made 

for the model is: “At the beginning of a shift, all state trooper cars start from the same state 

trooper post 0 and come back to the same location at the end of the shift.”  This assumption is 

not realistic.  In Alabama there exist 16 state trooper posts that service 67 counties.   Each state 

trooper post has a variable number of state troopers that work these areas.  Because of the va-

riety in number and counties being serviced by each state trooper post, state troopers are al-

lowed to start their shifts from their choosing (primarily their houses).  This makes it impossible 

for all state troopers to start and end their shifts at the originating trooper post for an area.  

Some state trooper posts could be 100 miles away from the county a state trooper is assigned 

to.  Finally, the assumption “Each county is divided into several districts, and each district has 

only one state trooper division.  State troopers are only responsible for their own jurisdiction. 
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We conclude that each district is independent from each other, thus each district can be solved 

independently.”  While this assumption was made to keep the very difficult model as simple as 

possible, it is not an easy assumption to implement.  In some counties, multiple state troopers 

work the same district because of the amount of traffic in the area.   

DYNAMIC MULTI-DEPOT MCPRP (DMD-MCPRP) 

Li extended Keskin’s work to create a dynamic multi-depot maximum covering patrol 

routing problem [24].  Specifically, Li extends the MCPRP problem in 3 ways.  Li considers the 

concept of having Temporary Stations (TS) whose locations need to be determined in addition 

to the fixed stations (i.e. state trooper posts).  The idea is the creation of TS will increase the 

ability to cover more hotspots.  Another direction is the idea of the model spanning multiple 

shifts because the hotspots and TS dynamically change.  Li claims that TS tie the multiple shifts 

together.  Finally, the work Li does extends MCPRP by considering not only coverage benefits, 

but also by reducing overall system costs.  These costs include patrolling costs such as number 

of state troopers, travel costs to varying hotspots and the cost of setting up a TS. 

Li relates the problem to two classical mathematics problems, team orienteering prob-

lem with time windows (TOPTW) and location routing problem (LRP) [6]. The results of this 

work show that DMD-MCPRP outperform MCPRP due to the dynamic selection of the TS.   

The introduction of the dynamic TS resembles more of a real world scenario than as-

suming all state troopers begin and end their patrol at a static state trooper post.  Li introduces 

some assumptions that are in need of review.   For instance, one assumption states “Visits of 

state troopers at hotspots are only effective within the time windows of hotspots.”  While one 

could assume that a state trooper would be more effective within the time window of a 
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hotspot, more research needs to be done on the investigation of patrolling officers visiting 

hotspots before the location becomes a hotspot.  There are multiple psychological impacts driv-

ers undergo when seeing a police vehicle while travelling.  By having a patrol vehicle in the area 

of an upcoming hotspot actually stop a location from becoming a hotspot?  Another assump-

tion Li makes is “State troopers can choose whether to visit a hotspot or not, as well as time to 

begin and end the coverage.  If a hotspot is chosen by a state trooper, it cannot be visited by 

others.”  While this assumption makes sense, it is believed that more research needs to be 

done to determine if having multiple patrol vehicles in a hotspot actually deter the hotspot 

event.  To reduce costs (which is one of the underlying goals of solving the problem), it is a 

good assumption to only let one state trooper visit a hotspot.  Can having multiple patrol vehi-

cles visit the hotspot during the hotspot time window reduce the hotspot more than having 

only one patrol visit the hotspot?  More research is necessary to make the determination.  Fi-

nally, the assumption “the fixed cost of TS is negligible.”  This is a good assumption as it allows 

each patrol vehicle, no matter where the vehicle is, to become a TS.  So for instance, a state 

trooper can start or end his/her shift at their house.  Because of the disparity of the different 

locations of patrol vehicles and also state trooper posts, this assumption is very realistic.   

SIMULATION 

Simulation-based patrol routing algorithms are very similar to heuristic approaches.  

Simulation-based algorithms tend to rely on the available road network and assume that there 

exists a cost for traversing the network from one destination to another.  Chawathe denotes in 

his work that this assumption does not matter when the jurisdiction is small.  However, when a 

jurisdiction consists of thousands of street segments, not taking into account the cost for going 
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from one destination to another can lead to extremely imprecise results [7].  Chawathe’s work 

will be revisited later in this section. 

Simulation-based routing algorithms also routinely build weighted edges and then simu-

late the traversal of those edges to find the improved routes an officer should take.  Take note 

that in many cases, the weighted edges may be defined differently by each specific algorithm, 

and the method of traversal is the main focus of the algorithm or system in question.  Another 

benefit of utilizing simulation-based methods is the ability to quickly recompute routes by 

changing the types of hotspots, the weights on vertices, etc.  The following subsections give ex-

amples of two simulation-based patrol routing algorithms.   

PATROL ROUTING EXPRESSION, EXECUTION, EVALUATION, AND ENGAGEMENT 

Steil introduced a simulation routing method that depended on expression, execution, 

evaluation, and engagement (4Es) [45].  

 

Figure 6: 4Es Model Prescribed by Steil [45] 

Steil states that building tools to integrate these 4Es to create an “end-to-end” model 

for patrol routing.  Steil focuses on building a domain-specific language (DSL) called “Turn” to 

clearly express graph traversal algorithms.  The claim is made that the patrol routing problem 

belongs to a class of vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) with 5 differences.  
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Classic VRPTW problems are usually geared to servicing a set of customers during specific time 

windows while minimizing costs.  In traffic safety and crime deterrence, each customer (i.e. 

hotspot) does not necessarily need to be covered, assuming that there is not a crash or a crime 

in progress (which certainly could be taken into considerations by restarting the process after 

the critical problems have been addressed from that point forward).  Also Steil claims route 

travelling for patrol officers could be viewed as positive, since the traversal is considered as part 

of sound enforcement practice.  Another difference is that it may be productive to visit a 

hotspot (i.e. customer) more than once during a specific time window (e.g., in a given day).  

And finally, Steil claims that often patrolling officers are interrupted to perform other various 

enforcement tasks (i.e. working vehicle crashes, handling domestic disturbances, routing traffic 

during roadwork, etc.), which we addressed above.   

Steil builds a simulation tool called PatrolSim that takes as input the road network 

model, date range, patrol schedules (including start/stop locations, boundaries of work area, 

population), the even specifications, hotspots, and the routing algorithm.  Steil then takes this 

information and builds a simulation to allow an officer to retrieve a random patrol route that 

will be used to limit activity at the desired set of hotspot events.  These events could include 

limiting alcohol related crashes, limiting fatal crashes, or reducing speeding events. The system 

will take an agent (i.e. patrolling officer) and based on current location, if they are on duty, and 

not working an event already, and will create a new destination.  This destination is based on a 

vertex set reduction algorithm.  The process starts by considering all the vertices in the graph 
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(i.e. the road network).  A series of set reductions takes place, by only choosing the set of desir-

able and valuable destinations.  Finally, the set is reduced to one destination.  This is done for 

every destination an officer will work during the work shift.   

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of PatrolSim output on CAPSMaps 

Steil does relate some limitations to the system.  It’s noted that the system relies heavily 

on the known roadway network.  In the paper, Steil uses the Alabama mileposted network 

which was given by the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) to represent the state 

routes and interstates.  If a route is missing, then it is assumed that the route will never be vis-

ited.  Alabama State Troopers are mandated to work all rural areas which include county road-

ways.  Thus, the system does not account for activities on county roads.  Another area of work 

that needs to factor into this system is the addition of other data such as current traffic data.  

Also weather data would be very beneficial in simulation of patrol routes.  These two items will 
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be further discussed in section 5 of this document.  Since they are structural to Alabama, they 

will not impact the validity of the final proposed approach to this problem. 

HIGH DENSITY ROUTES 

Chawathe presents a simulation based routing algorithm that attempts to build a high 

density patrol route based on a simple dynamic programming algorithm [7].  In the model, Cha-

wathe utilizes a roadway network (termed “street-graph”) to create a graph in which the verti-

ces represent intersections and the edges represent street-segments.   The weights are identi-

fied as benefit per unit cost.  

The method used for the algorithm takes the street-graph and computes a spanning 

tree and reversing the edge weights to obtain the heaviest spanning tree.  This is called the lo-

cation tree.  Once this step is accomplished, it creates a very efficient method for finding the 

densest routes.   

An interesting note on this method is that normally patrol routes are focused on state 

routes or interstates.  In this case with Chawathe, this model is geared toward urban areas.  The 

goal of the algorithm is not to produce a specific patrol route per se, the goal is to produce a set 

of dense patrol routes.   

Chawathe denoted some potential issues with the methodology.  It is assumed that a 

single entity is the only responsible party for patrolling an area.  Especially in urban areas, this 

may not be the case.  The model also does not take into account is the current location; if a 

recompilation of densest paths occurs, placing the closest patrolling officer in the areas would 

seem to be the optimal solution.  The method applied to solve this problem utilizes a map-
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matching algorithm.  Chawathe notes that this is somewhat difficult as various “noise” is intro-

duced (i.e. current traffic, error margins of GPS locations are larger than distance between 

streets, etc.).   

GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

The use of genetic algorithms in patrol algorithms is a very interesting approach.  Ge-

netic Algorithms (GAs) compose a type of search heuristic that is very similar to the idea Charles 

Darwin’s Natural Selection concept [30].  As such, most of the language surrounding GAs uses 

biological terms such as species, chromosomes, population, etc.   The idea is somewhat simplis-

tic in that GAs use inheritance and competition to achieve the goal of improving the search re-

sult.   

Characteristics of GAs include the ability to take a set of potential solutions that is 

evolved and move toward a better solution.  Each solution has properties which can be mu-

tated or altered.  The evolution process is generally iterative (each iteration is usually called a 

“generation”), and each iteration will evaluate the best potential solution in the set and choose 

the best set of solutions.  Those solutions are then recombined and/or randomly mutated, and 

then a new iteration of selection occurs [20]. 

GAPATROL 

Reis used GA to produce a tool called GAPatrol [41].  Reis focuses on utilized crime 

hotspots.    GAPatrol allows users to create a simulation in which the user can specify the num-

ber of “police teams.”   Each police team is associated with patrolling routes that pass through 

special locations, which are described as targets with special characteristics that can be differ-

entiated by certain conditions.  Reis describes in the simulation a finite number of criminals that 
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will try to commit crimes in these special locations.  A criminal can only see a finite distance, 

and a criminal will never be arrested or jailed.  Each criminal has a personality (in the example, 

Reis uses Novice, Intermediate, and Dangerous) and depending on the personality of the crimi-

nal, he/she is more likely to commit crime in certain specific locations.  For example, in the pa-

per, Reis claims a dangerous criminal is more likely to commit a crime at a bank and a novice 

criminal is more likely to commit a crime at a square. 

The methodology of GAPatrol is as follows.  A solution is described as a set of patrol 

routes (and each route is associated with a given patrol team).  Because a route can include a 

set of targets and every route could be variable length, GAPatrol will allow the overlapping of 

routes through the routes crossing over each other.  Because of the above, a solution can also 

be described as a sequence of pairs of indices.  The indices include a police team and a target.  

Every iteration of GAPatrol completes the following tasks.  The population of route sets are ran-

domly created according to uniform distribution over the values of the bits of solutions (in GA 

programming, it is common to treat items as 0s and 1s).  A value of each solution is calculated 

by evaluating the average number of crimes achieved.  After this, some solutions are selected 

randomly for mating and produce offspring.  In some cases, the offspring may inherit mutations 

(i.e. changes in makeup of the new set of solutions).  Afterwards, the current best solutions (of 

both parents and offspring) are selected and will be evaluated in the next iteration of GAPatrol.    

These iterations keep occurring until a specified number of iterations are achieved.  Then the 

best set of patrol routes (i.e. solutions) are produced across every iteration and displayed to the 

user [41]. 
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The results of GAPatrol show that as the evolution (i.e. iterations) occurs, it would place 

officers in the most-crime hotspot areas.   In some cases, GAPatrol would permanently place 

officers at certain hotspots due to the crime rate at the target location.  Reis also claims that 

GAPatrol could “learn” to place officers at novice-leaning crime locations which would in turn 

have the potential for criminals to not become dangerous criminals [41]. 

More research is necessary to study the true effectiveness of GAPatrol.  One obvious 

area would be the incorporation of crash data as a special location along patrol routes.   GAPa-

trol also assumes a finite number of criminals in which no criminal is ever arrested.  More re-

search is necessary to incorporate the addition or reduction of criminals into the iterations of 

the process, as well as their adaption to police countermeasures.  Also, there appears to be no 

temporal analysis of the crime.  Thus officers would be placed at target locations without re-

gard to time.  As an example, a night club could be construed as a type of special location along 

a police route.  Because of the high crime rate at this special location, GAPatrol could perma-

nently assign an officer to that special location (or hotspot).  However, in reality, the night club 

is only open during night time hours and therefore having a police officer located during the 

day would be illogical.    

GA-BASED FUZZY GOAL PROGRAMMING (FGP) 

Pal introduces a fuzzy goal programming (FGP) approach to solving patrol routing and 

resource allocation using GAs.   In his paper, a case study is also presented [37].   In this work, 

the idea is to build on the previous work of goal programming (GP) for patrol routing.  Goal pro-

graming is an idea that builds on multi-objective optimization techniques [21].  The idea is han-

dling multiple, normally conflicting objectives in a way that achieves the highest rate of success.  
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GP can aid in determining the required resources to achieve the desired set of objectives, de-

termining the degree of achievement possible with the limited resources available, and finally 

providing solutions by varying the amount of resources to prioritize goals. 

The idea of FGP is to attempt to specify imprecise levels of the actual goal in fuzzy envi-

ronments.  Pal explains that in some situations, FGP leads to local optimal solutions, but does 

not optimally solve global solutions in problem sets [37].   

Pal integrates GA methods into the FGP problem to overcome the local versus global op-

timal solution.   Pal goes into detail on the types of goals involved in patrol routing, and he in-

troduced goals of achieving less crashes, lower crime rates, physical contact (i.e. presence of 

officers at a criminal event), and a cash expenditure goal (i.e. a maximum amount of funding 

available to expend on patrol routing).  Pal explains these in terms of fuzzy goals.  Fuzzy goals 

are goals that while impractical to achieve the maximum goal, they can be solved in an optimal 

fashion (i.e. reduced to reasonable levels).  The GA algorithm consists of 6 steps.  The first steps 

identifies the population.  The second step includes the fitness function (a common idea in GA) 

that includes the fitness value, which includes the set of aspired levels of goals under a given 

priority factor.  The third step includes the proper selection.  Pal uses a simple roulette-wheel 

scheme for selecting two parents for mating.  In step 4, the reproduction process is handled.  

Step 5 includes the mutation and denotes the probability of mutation is random.  Finally, the 

sixth step is the selection of the fittest chromosome. 

Pal presents a case study by using data from the Department of “Traffic Police” of the 

Eastern Metropolitan City Kolkata in India.   The case study shows that the fuzzy goals from the 

case study are achieved in a more efficient manner than those of previous methods used.   One 
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achievement of this method over GAPatrol is that this method handles temporal issues better.  

It is claimed that other measures (or goals) can be added into the framework with little compu-

tational difficulty.  While these methods seem to work, more research needs to be done to en-

sure this method produces an optimal solution, since this has not been proven.  Also, since it is 

very difficult to determine the fuzzy goals, the supervisors implementing these methods could 

have difficulty in creating the proper set of goals.  In a sense, an optimal solution to fuzzy goals 

may be analogous to a suboptimal solution to ideal goals. 

BAYESIAN-STACKELBERG GAME METHODS 

Bayes’ theorem can be described as “given the conditional probability of each of a set of 

possible causes and a given observed outcome, a probability can be computed from knowledge 

of the probability of each cause and of the conditional probability of the outcome, given each 

cause” [13].  Bayes’ theorem has been used in numerous domains and problems.   In the area of 

patrol routing, Bayesian methods have been used to solve Stackelberg games which are good 

methods for modeling security organization and optimization scenarios [22].  The Stackelberg 

game is a turn-based game where there is a leader and a set of followers.  The leader always 

goes first and the followers then each takes a turn.  In the game, the leader chooses a strategy 

and then the followers attempt to improve (if not optimize) their turn to obtain a reward.   

In law enforcement, Stackelberg games can be described as a law enforcement agent 

(i.e. leader) chooses a patrol path/strategy and then a set of criminals (i.e. followers) will then 

choose their locations for crime based off the strategy the law enforcement agent is committed 

to [40].  Clearly this approach accounts for the criminals’ abilities to adapt to the enforcement 

strategy (unlike many other models).   
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ARMOR 

Jain, et al. from the University of Southern California created a software system called 

ARMOR (Assistant for Randomized Monitoring over Routes).  This system was created for use in 

the Los Angeles Airport to create patrolling systems for roadway checkpoints and also for ca-

nine inspections of terminals [23].  The system creates a quasi-randomized solution for patrol 

routing.   

Jain takes into account that creating a patrol route either by hand or by an algorithm, 

without taking into account randomness, will create patterns that attackers (i.e. criminals, ter-

rorists, etc.) can exploit.  Jain also states that humans are not good at creating random strate-

gies and thus will create predictable patterns.   Also, potential targets must be weighted.  In real 

world situations, targets are usually not of equal value; therefore a weighted system must be 

created such that highly important targets are covered more than unimportant targets.  

 To achieve this, Jain takes the problem noted above and models a Bayesian 

Stackelberg game.  In this model, payoff values are taken into account in every action a patrol-

ling force and attacker make.  By utilizing this model, Jain is able to account for uncertainty 

about the payoffs.   

 ARMOR is a 3 phase software application that allows an end user to enter spe-

cific parameters into the system and the system will then create the Bayesian Stackelberg game 

model for the specific situation.  ARMOR will then output a sample schedule to the user in a 

spreadsheet like user interface. 
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Figure 8: ARMOR application structure [23] 

ARMOR has been very successful in the deployment at the Los Angeles Airport (LAX).  

The system has been in use since 2007, and is considered to have very practical use in creating 

patrolling routes for the creation of checkpoints along the roadways going into the airport.  The 

system also has a canine mode where it creates a randomized patrolling of the 8 terminals in 

the airport for canine patrolling.  While the exact results cannot be made public, the paper does 

allude to a few of the successes.   

Because of the need to not disclose the actual real world success of ARMOR, the authors 

have created multiple simulations to show how powerful ARMOR can be.  Specifically, Jain per-

forms 3 simulations.  The first simulation compares ARMOR with a uniform randomness policy.  
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The uniform randomness policy states that each defender action is covered with equal proba-

bility regardless of the payoff.  The simulation used the canine patrol as the methodology to 

test.  The results showed that ARMOR outperformed uniform randomness policy every time.  

The second simulation measured ARMOR against previous scheduling methods.  Again, ARMOR 

proved to be substantially better at scheduling than previous methods.  Finally, ARMOR was 

tested against the Bayesian Case (when multiple security resources were faced with multiple 

adversary types).  In this simulation, ARMOR was tested against 10 targets and 2 different types 

of adversaries.  ARMOR was substantially better at defending the targets [40].   

While ARMOR is a homeland security tool, it does indicate that using game theories 

such as the Bayesian Stackelberg game can be a useful method in creating routes and/or sched-

ules to thwart criminal activities.  More research is necessary to determine if ARMOR could be 

useful in the area of traffic safety and for use in transportation systems (e.g., DDACTS).  Factors 

such as crashes and other transportation safety factors would need to be factored in.   

IRIS 

Tsai, et al. build upon the success of ARMOR to create a system called IRIS [46].  IRIS is 

very similar to ARMOR in that it utilizes Bayesian Stackelberg gaming models.  Tsai notes that 

while ARMOR is very good, it does not scale very well and cannot handle the size of a transpor-

tation network system.  An example of this is the fact in ARMOR, domain experts using ARMOR 

are asked to input the reward for each of the targets.  In transportation networks, there could 

be thousands of “targets” (or areas of interest that should be patrolled).  To compensate for 

these issues, Tsai builds on ARMOR in 3 ways.  The first method is to utilize a new and more ef-

ficient Mixed Integer Linear Programing (MILP) for modeling the Stackelberg game.  Also, the 
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introduction of attribute-based preference elicitation system is created to account for risk/re-

ward assessments of targets to free users from having to individually input information for 

every possible target.  Finally, scheduling constraints are introduced.   

The IRIS system was created to overcome the challenges set forth by the Federal Air 

Marshals Service (FAMS).  The FAMS places undercover law enforcement officers aboard flights 

that originate from the United Service [1].  This is an example of a vast transportation network 

system.  In this system, there are hundreds of thousands of flights each year.  There only exists 

several thousand FAMS officers to work these flights.  Therefore it is impossible to have a FAMS 

officer on each flight.  Therefore, some scheduling system had to choose flights for which FAMS 

officers’ deployments.  Another challenge also exists in that there is a clear scheduling issue.  

Since these flights are moving vehicles and can be in various cities, FAMS officers must be pre-

positioned properly.  For example, one FAMS officer scheduled to be on a flight from New York 

to Atlanta must be in New York to be on the flight.  Therefore, properly scheduling FAMS officer 

in the proper cities is a difficult requirement [46]. 

The experimental results are promising.  IRIS was evaluated against a uniform random 

policy (very similar to the method described in the previous section).   
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Figure 9: Results from IRIS simulations [46] 

IRIS presents itself as more of a solution to patrol routing in the area traffic safety than 

does ARMOR.  Because of the three advances presented by IRIS, it is believed IRIS could be a 

useful routing engine for traffic safety in large roadway environments.  More research would be 

necessary to be sure of this.  Tsai notes one potential applicable area to employ IRIS would be a 

massive subway system such as the New York City subway system.  Currently, IRIS was under 

review by FAMS as a possible alternative to scheduling FAMS officers.    
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SIMULATION APPROACH TO DETERMINING OPTIMAL PATROL ROUTE TYPE 

In a previous paper, we introduced four methods or types of patrol routing techniques 

[25].  These methods can be used in a wide range of different scenarios.  It can be difficult to 

choose which patrol routing method is the best method for a specific situation.  There are nu-

merous variables that make the choice difficult.  The goal of the patrol routing is to lead to an 

optimal decision.  To do this some basic questions must first be answered.  What is the exact 

goal of the agency in implementing a patrol routing strategy?  What is the organizational struc-

ture?  How large of an area will the officers patrol?  An organization must have answers for 

each of these questions to ensure the organization uses the proper patrol routing methodology.   

This paper reported on a simulation to determine strategies of patrol routing that is based on 

network coverage.  The following sections detail the environment and assumptions for the sim-

ulation. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

The simulation will use an assumption of an organizational structure that is similar to a 

State Police organization that has jurisdiction over an entire state.  In the case of our simula-

tion, we will be using the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency (ALEA) as the organization.  Tech-

nically, ALEA officers have the ability to patrol the entire state.  However, it is usually assumed 

an officer will patrol a small subset of counties, e.g., those that fall within their region or dis-

trict.  In our simulation example, we have chosen to look at placing either six or twelve officers 
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in each county.   The officers will stay inside the boundaries of the county they have 

been selected to patrol. 

NETWORK ENVIRONMENT 

Network coverage can be thought of as a graph.  A network is fully covered when all 

nodes have been visited.  In our research, we define the network to be the roadways that are 

connected by their intersections of the roadway.  We define a node to be an intersection of two 

roadways.  These roadways have various lengths, and they can have numerous nodes that con-

nect their roadway to various other roadways.  For the simulation, we are using the Alabama 

Roadway Network (ARN), a GIS that has been created by the Alabama Department of Transpor-

tation (ALDOT).  This network is comprised of various types of roadways including Interstates, 

U.S. routes, Alabama State Routes, County Roadways, & Municipal Roadways.   

Alabama Road System 
Route Type Total Miles 

Interstate 1,131 
US Routes 4,112 
State Routes 10,683 
County Routes / Municipal Roads 86,496 

Table 2: The Total Road Miles of the Alabama Road Network 

Alabama has sixty-seven counties and depending on the type of county (rural or urban) 

it can contain various sizes of roadways and nodes.  Each simulation is contained with a specific 

county, which is consistent with the organizational structure that is described in Section 5.1.1.  

Table 2 outlines the different types of roads the state contains.  Alabama is a rural state and has 

a relatively small amount of interstate mileage.  As one can tell from the table, the bulk of roads 
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are county and municipal roads.  The roadway data that we are using does not separate the 

county and roadways. 

 

Figure 10: Bullock County Links and Nodes 

Figures 10 and 11 detail the structure of the links and nodes in two example counties.  

Bullock County is the smallest county in the state in regard to the number of nodes, containing 

only 875 nodes (i.e. intersections).  Bullock County has a population of only 10,696.  At the 

other extreme, Jefferson County contains 38,466 nodes with the largest metropolitan area in 

the state, including Birmingham.  Jefferson County has a population of over 660,000 people. 

ROADWAY ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 

The data used to represent the network environment was supplied by the Alabama De-

partment of Transportation (ALDOT).   ALDOT uses these data within a link/node identification 
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system to locate crashes.  Every intersection is considered a node, and every road segment is 

considered a link.  This is similar to a network graph.  Crash reporting officers determine the link 

the crash occurred and determine which two nodes the crash fell between on the link.  The dis-

tance is then calculated between the crash location and the first link.  For mileposted roadways, 

the milepost number is entered directly to the nearest hundredth of a mile. 

STSRUCTURE OF INITIAL ROADWAY NETWORK DATA 

The initial Roadway Network Data was composed of two database tables: xNodes7 and 

AL_Roads.  The figure below provides the list of data elements for each database table. 

 

Figure 11: Diagram of initial Roadway Network dataset 

xNodes7 is the database table that contains the most important information.  In this ta-

ble, there exists the unique identifier for each node in the state (egisNodeID), the roadway that 
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the node is affiliated with (roadwayIDG), and the “measure” of the node in relation to the road-

way the node is affiliated.  The “measure” is the location of the node from the origination point 

of the roadway link.  The AL_Roads database table contains the information of every roadway 

link.  This includes the unique identifier (RoadwayIDGUID).  These two databases are essential 

to using the roadway network, but these data elements alone do not represent the data that is 

needed for this research.  xNodes7 contains a data element called ‘county’, but the field is 

empty for every entry.  Therefore, there is no way for the simulation to use all the nodes in one 

county.  To achieve this, it was necessary to combine xNodes7 with a county polygon shapefile.  

This is done using ESRI ArcMap.  The xNodes7 database table contains the latitude and longi-

tude for every entry in the database table.  

 

Figure 12: The intersection of Alabama Counties and nodes from xNodes7 database table 
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Once this is accomplished in the ESRI ArcMap application, a new database table is cre-

ated called ‘xNodes7_Counties’.  This table contains all of the data elements from xNodes7 da-

tabase table and all the data from the Alabama county polygon map.   

 

Figure 13: Data Elements in xNode7_Counties 
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Merging these two datasets in ESRI ArcMap gives the ability to search for county-spe-

cific nodes.  This is especially important due to the number of nodes that comprise the entire 

state, and it facilitates patrol routing.  State troopers usually patrol a specific county, or a sur-

rounding county.  Once this new database table has been created, a complete county-node 

map can be created (see Figure 10 and Figure 20).   The initial Roadway Network dataset is now 

ready to determine the distance between node on a specific roadway or link.   

DETERMINING NODE NEIGHBORS ALONG ROADWAY 

Once the roadway network data have been separated into their proper counties, the 

next step is to create a list of corresponding node neighbors.  A node neighbor is a node that is 

located next to a node along a roadway. 

 

Figure 14: Example roadway map segment that shows nodes 
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Figure 15: Example node neighbors 

Figure 14 shows an example roadway network sample.  The red lines represents the 

roadway segments or links and the black dots represents the nodes.  Figure 15 shows three 

nodes that represent how the node neighbors look visually.  Each dot represents a neighbor of 

the next node on the same roadway or link.  The next step in the process is to create a list of all 

the neighbors for each node. 

 

Figure 16: Algorithm to build node neighbor list 

Figure 16 displays the algorithm that details the steps necessary to create the list of 

neighbors for each node.  The algorithm uses the xNode7_Counties database table as input.   

For each node, the system looks at all associated roadways and looks for the node’s previous 

and next node along the roadway path.  The algorithm also gives the distance between the 

node and the neighbor.  This will be especially useful while traversing the roadway network to 

determine how far an officer can drive within a given period of time (e.g., one minute). 
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Figure 17: Node Neighbor database table 

Once the NodeNeighbors database table is created, a master node list for each county 

can be created.  This database table becomes the roadway network that will be used in the sim-

ulation used to traverse the roadway network system.  That is, the simulation will create a net-

work graph object that will be used in the simulation. 

ISSUES WITH ROADWAY NETWORK DATA 

Several issues surround the roadway network data.  The following sections describe 

these issues and specify the corrective actions that are taken to resolve these issues.  

NODES THAT EXIST ON COUNTY BORDER 

When building the xNode7_Counties database table, an intersection between the 

xNodes7 data and the Alabama county polygon data occurs in the ESRI ArcMap software.  Dur-

ing this exercise, there is a subset of nodes that happen to fall between multiple counties.  Be-

cause of this, the NodeNeighbors database table contains multiple entries of the same node for 

different counties.  Even more troubling, there exists a subset of these nodes where all neigh-

bors of the node on the county line are in a different county.  This essentially creates a flaw and 
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prevents an officer from ever covering the node.  Another flaw is that if an officer randomly 

starts at one of these nodes, the officer will never be directed to leave the node because there 

is not a path to another node.  

To fix this issue, during the creation of the master node list, a lookup is determined to 

see if the node is on the county line.  If the node is on the county line, the algorithm then deter-

mines if any neighbors exist in the chosen county.  If a neighbor does not exist in the current 

county, the node will not be added to the roadway network graph.  If a neighbor does exist, the 

node will be added to the roadway network graph. 

DUPLICATE NODES 

Another data quality issue is that in the original xNodes7 data, there exists duplicate 

nodes.  While these nodes each have unique identifiers in the egisNodeID, they are duplicated 

within the database.  There exists 10,840 duplicates throughout the Alabama Roadway Net-

work. 

 

Figure 18: Example of duplicate nodes in the Roadway Network System 
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Figure 18 shows a visual example of the issue.  If an officer is traversing the network, 

there is no pathway to reach node 4 from node 1.  This is due because nodes 2 and 3 are dupli-

cates.  The way to find duplicates in the system is to note when the measure between two 

nodes in the NodeNeighbors database table is zero.  There is a simple fix to this issue. 

 

Figure 19: Describes how the duplicate entries are merged 

To fix the duplicate node issue, all the duplicate nodes must be located.  Once these are 

found, the algorithm will then merge the two duplicate nodes to simulate the officer traversing 

the roadway network graph.  This is shown in figure 19. 

GOAL OF PATROL ROUTING 

As stated at the beginning of section five, there are multiple goals of patrol routing.  To 

best choose the optimal strategy of patrol routing, it is necessary to define how they will be 

used in grading the patrol routing strategy.   

For this document, we will be using the concept of network coverage as the goal for pa-

trol routing strategies.  The coverage goal will be to gauge the number of nodes a set of officers 

can cover within a set time.  In our simulation, we used 600 minutes, which is equal to 10 hours 

(i.e. an officer’s work shift for a day).    Officers will drive in their designated network, and the 

simulation will store every node that the officer visits.   
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Figure 20: Jefferson County Links and Nodes 

DESIGN OF SIMULATION 

The simulation is as follows.  The parameters for the simulation include the number of 

simulations to run, the number of officers for the simulation, the type of simulation, and the 

county in which the simulation will be set to run against.  The following sections detail the pa-

rameters for the simulation. 

NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS 

The user specifies the number of simulation runs to control the number of simulations 

that will be run using the specified parameters.  This is done to allow a user to complete as 

many simulations as desired for research purposes.  For the user to achieve a good variety of 

results, it is best to set the number of simulations to a large number to ensure there are enough 

simulations for analytical purposes.   
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NUMBER OF OFFICERS 

The number of officers is the number of officers that will be stationed in the county to 

patrol.   There can be any number of officers.  For our initial simulations, we set the number of 

officers to be 6 and 12.   Future work will explore using different numbers of officers for the 

simulations. 

TYPE OF SIMULATIONS 

There are currently two types of simulations.  The types of simulations are similar to the 

types of patrol routing methodologies.  For this document, we have determined that there ex-

ists: (1) local sharing and, (2) global sharing methodologies, each of which will be explored in 

difference simulation runs.  These are discussed in the following subsections. 

LOCAL SHARING 

The Local sharing simulation is implemented when it is assumed that officers do not 

share information about which nodes they have visited unless two officers are within a certain 

distance of each other.  In this case, there is no assumption that the officer has centralized con-

trol or knowledge of the network.  The officer only knows the nodes that have been covered by 

themselves and the nodes other officers he/she has been in contact with have covered.  For our 

simulation, we state that an officer can only local share if the other officers is within three 

nodes of the officer.  If an officer has a distance greater than three nodes with another officer, 

they will not be able to share.  
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GLOBAL SHARING 

In the Global Sharing simulation, every officer shares the nodes they have visited with 

every other officer.   In this simulation type there is no need to gauge how close an officers are 

together.   For each minute, every officer will submit the list of nodes the officer visited with 

the global node list.  This list is then shared with all other officers in the simulation.  While visit-

ing nodes, officers will use this list to determine if the set of neighbors of the node the officer is 

located at has been visited.  Based off this information, the officer will determine which neigh-

bor of the current node to visit. 

ROAD WEIGHT SHARING 

The Road Weight simulation is an addition to the global and local sharing simulation.  In 

this simulation, the addition of weighting the road types is introduced.  There are still the two 

types for this simulation, representing local sharing and global sharing.  The road weights are as 

follows:  

Interstate 60% 
State Routes 30% 
County/Municipal Roads 5% 
Ramps 5% 

Table 3: Weighted Routes for Road Weight Sharing Simulation 

For this simulation, interstates and state route are heavily weighted because state 

troopers generally patrol the state maintained highways more than non-state maintained high-

ways.  Sharing occurs between officers just like local and global sharing.  For local sharing within 

road weight simulation, the officer will only share where they have been with officers that are 

within three nodes.  For global sharing in road weight simulation, all officers share with each 
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other no matter the distance.  The addition of road weights creates the situation where the 

simulation favors the officer continuing on state maintained highways instead of randomly 

choosing other type roadway paths.   

ENVIRONMENTAL SLOWDOWN SHARING 

The Environmental Slowdown simulation is an addition to the global and local sharing 

simulation.  This simulation will add weather related environmental conditions to the roadway 

network.  In this simulation, a random weather event can cause officers to slow down.  In the 

local and global sharing simulation, officers traverse the network graph at a constant speed of 

60MPH.  During a weather event, an officer can only traverse the network graph at a speed of 

45MPH.   

To determine when a weather event occurs, the simulation takes subsets of the shift 

and determines when a weather event occurs during one of those subsets of time.  For exam-

ple, a shift is 600 minutes or 10 hours.  During a shift size of 600 minutes, there exists twenty 

30-minute sections of time.  The simulation will then randomly choose a set of those 30-minute 

increments to apply a weather event.   

600 Minute shift 3,6,7,10,14,16,19,20 
Table 4: Random list of shift sub sections for Officer Slowdown Simulation 

In the table above, the list of 30-minute sub sections of a shift are shown to be ran-

domly selected.  To achieve this, the algorithm performs as follows.  Since a 600 minute day 

equals twenty 30-minute shifts, the algorithm will choose a random number between zero and 

twenty.  Once this number is randomly selected, the next step in the algorithm will be to select 

the maximum amount of weather events in the set of twenty 30-minute sets of the shift.  Table 
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4 gives an example of a random weather event set.  In this example, a weather event happens 

between the 60-89 minutes, 150-209 minutes, 270-299 minutes, 390-419 minutes, 450-479 

minutes, and 540-600 minutes.  During these shift times, officers will only traverse the graph at 

a constant speed of 45MPH instead of the default 60MPH.  While this is an example, it will be 

expected that the user of the simulation will apply a realistic set of weather conditions that 

might occur in the time frame for which the deployment is being planned. 

Sharing occurs between officers just like local and global sharing.  If local sharing within 

road weight simulation, the officer will only share where they have been with officers that are 

within three nodes.  If global sharing in road weight simulation, all officers share with each 

other no matter the distance. 

The output of the algorithm for this simulation will be the percentage of coverage of 

nodes and the number of 30-minute subsets where a slowdown period occurred during the 

shift.  

OFFICER EVENT SHARING 

The Officer Event simulation is an addition to the global and local sharing simulation.  In 

this simulation, an officer having to stop during an event is simulated.  For this simulation, there 

are two types of events.  Officers have to periodically work vehicle crash events in which they 

must spend time to ensure the safety and proper control of the crash scene.  Another event 

that an officer has to periodically work is the issuance of a traffic citation when a violation is ob-

served.  When officers work these events, they generally take a range of times.  For this simula-

tion, it was decided that the time for an event would be 7 minutes for a citation issuance and 

15 minutes for a crash event.   
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To account for an officer is working an event, the algorithm will randomly determine if 

an officer is occupied in that way.  Every minute an officer is working in a shift, the algorithm 

will determine if the officer is working an event.  If the officer is working an event, the officer 

will not traverse the roadway network during the event.  If the officer is not working an event, 

the algorithm will randomly determine if the officer is going to work an event.  For the randomi-

zation, there is a 25% chance the officer will be selected to work an event.  Once the officer is 

selected to work the event, the algorithm randomly chooses the type of event.  There is a 75% 

chance the event will be a citation issuance and a 25% chance the event will be a crash event.  

These parameters can be easily modified to create a situation as close to reality as possible. 

Sharing occurs between officers as described above for local and global sharing.  If local 

sharing within road weight simulation, the officer will only share where they are within three 

nodes of another officer.  If global sharing in road weight simulation, all officers share with each 

other no matter the distance. 

The output of the algorithm for this simulation will be: (1) the percentage of coverage of 

nodes, (2) the average number of minutes officers worked an event, and (3) the total number 

of events for each type. 

COUNTY 

The county parameter specifies the county in which the simulation will be run.  A county 

is comprised of a network Environment (see Section 5.1.2).  The simulation will only run within 

the confines of that county’s network environment.  In Alabama, there exists 67 counties and 

every county is comprised of a set of nodes and links.  Every node is contained within one to 
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many links (or roadways).  As such, a node can have one to many neighbors depending on the 

number of links that pass through the node.   

SIMULATION DESIGN IN DETAIL 

The following section details the actual algorithm for the simulation.  This code de-

scribes every step in the simulation to outline the goal of node coverage for the simulation. 

While shift is less than 600 minutes 
 Share with officers 
  if local simulation 
   for every officer 
    determine if all other officers are within 3 nodes 
     Share travelled nodes with officer 
     for every officer in the simulation 
  if global simulation 
   for every officer 
    share with every other officer 
 set max driving to 1,609.34 meters 
 while your travel distance is greater than 0 
  if officer's next node is not empty - you have chosen your next node 
   find the distance from the current node to the next node 
  otherwise choose your next node 
   if all neighbors of the current node are covered 
    get list of neighbors of current node 
    randomly choose neighbor from  list of neighbors of current node 
   else if no neighbors have been covered 
    get list of neighbors of current node 
    randomly choose neighbor from list of neighbors of current node 
   else if some neighbors have been covered 
    get list of neighbors that have not been covered 
    randomly choose  
  Travel as far as you can in the current minute 
   If your distance to travel is greater than the distance to the next node 
    officer has covered the node 

subtract the distance to travel by the distance you travelled to get to the 
next node 

    else distance to the next node is greater than you can drive 
subtract the distance you can go and save the distance you have left 
until the next minute 

     set your distance travelled to 0 
 update the master node list  

Figure 21: Algorithm for Simulation 
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The simulation algorithm, given in Figure 21, is as follows.  The simulation is set to run 

for 600 minutes, which is equivalent to a ten-hour work shift for an officer.  Using the parame-

ters as described in the previous sections, the set of officers are placed randomly throughout 

the chosen county’s network environment.  Once this is done, the network environment for the 

county is built.  This includes building an adjacency list for the link and node system and setting 

every node to “not covered.”   

The first section of the algorithm is the sharing of nodes between officers given in Figure 

22.  This only occurs if the simulation type is set to local sharing.   

Share with officers 
  if local simulation 
   for every officer 
    determine if all other officers are within 3 nodes 
     Share travelled nodes with officer 
     for every officer in the simulation 
  if global simulation 
   for every officer 
    share with every other officer 
 

 

Figure 22: Local Sharing Section of Algorithm 

The algorithm looks at every officer, and if there is an officer within 3 nodes, those two 

officers will share (with each other) the list of nodes they have covered.  This is accomplished 

by determining each officer’s current node (i.e. the node the officer is either located at or the 

last node the officer was located at) and determining the distance between the two nodes.  If 

the two nodes are within 3 nodes, officer will then share a list of the nodes each officer has cov-

ered.   If the simulation type is global, then every officer will share the list of covered nodes 

with every other officer. 
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The next section of the simulation algorithm is for each officer to drive down the net-

work environment.  In this simulation we have determined that officers drive at a constant 

speed of sixty miles per hour.  In the simulation, every iteration happens within a minute.  

Therefore, an officer can only travel 1,609.34 meters within the minute, based on the constant 

speed and conversion of miles per hour to meters per minute.   

set max driving to 1,609.34 meters 
 while your travel distance is greater than 0 
  if officer's next node is not empty - you have chosen your next node 
   find the distance from the current node to the next node 
  otherwise choose your next node 
   if all neighbors of the current node are covered 
    get list of neighbors of current node 
    randomly choose neighbor from list of neighbors of current node 
   else if no neighbors have been covered 
    get list of neighbors of current node 
    randomly choose neighbor from list of neighbors of current node 
   else if some neighbors have been covered 
    get list of neighbors that have not been covered 
    randomly choose  
 

 

Figure 23: Determining which neighbor to drive towards 

The next section of the simulation algorithm centers around choosing the proper net-

work path.  As the officer drives, s/he will look at the set of neighbors to the currently located 

node.  There are three scenarios for determining which neighbor to choose:   

• The first scenario is if none of the neighbors have been covered.  In this scenario, the of-

ficer will randomly pick a neighbor from the list.   

• The second scenario occurs when the set of neighbors have all been covered either by 

the current officer or another officer.  If the simulation type is of local sharing, the of-

ficer will only know the set of covered nodes that the officer has shared with locally.  
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Therefore, the neighbors could have been covered by another unknown officer.  Be-

cause all of the neighbors have been covered, the officer will randomly choose a neigh-

bor to drive towards.   

• In the final scenario, some of the neighbors in the set of neighbor nodes have been cov-

ered and some nodes have not.  In this scenario, the officer will gather the list of nodes 

that have not been known to cover and will choose randomly from this subset of neigh-

bor nodes of the current node.  The distance from the current node to the chosen 

neighbor is then stored such that the officer can be simulated driving down the selected 

path.   

Travel as far as you can in the current minute 
   If your distance to travel is greater than the distance to the next node 
    officer has covered the node 

subtract the distance to travel by the distance you travelled to get to the 
next node 

    else distance to the next node is greater than you can drive 
subtract the distance you can go and save the distance you have left 
until the next minute 

     set your distance travelled to 0 
 update the master node list 
 

 

Figure 24: Driving down the chosen network path 

The last section of the simulation algorithm handles the officer driving down the chosen 

path.  The officer must determine if the distance to get to the chosen neighbor node is less than 

the total distance the officer travel in the current minute.  If the officer can cover the distance 

in the current minute, then the officer will cover the neighbor node and subtract the distance 

the officer travelled from the total distance the officer can drive in the current minute.   The 

simulation algorithm will then loop back and continue driving, determining a new neighbor 
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route based on the new current node.  This will continue until the driving distance for the cur-

rent minute is used up.   

The last thing the simulation algorithm does is update the master node list.  This is done 

strictly for reporting purposes.  This allows the system to report and log all the work the simula-

tion algorithm has accomplished.   
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RESULTS FROM SIMULATION 

The goal of this research is to develop a parameterized model using a simulation-based 

approach for route coverage in a constrained environment.  The roadway network is the basis 

of the constrained network.  The sections above have detailed the roadway network architec-

ture and the steps taken to make the roadway network usable in the simulation set.   

There were over 65,376 simulations ran of various types and parameters.  To better rep-

resent different types of network density, the counties were broken into three categories: Ru-

ral, Medium sized, and Urban.  To create the categories, the counties were divided by the num-

ber of nodes in the county’s network environment.  Any county with a number of nodes less 

than 4,000 were considered rural. The set of counties with a node size between 4,000 and 

10,000 were considered Medium sized and any county with a node size greater than 10,000 

was considered Urban.  Table 5 presents the number of counties within each of these classifica-

tions.  

 County Type Number of Counties 

Medium 18 
Rural 42 
Urban 7 

Table 5: The different types of counties in Alabama and the number of counties in each category 

The distribution by county type is consistent with Alabama being largely a rural state.  

By grouping the counties into these categories, it makes the potential results more valuable to 

a practitioner.  The distinction between rural and urban counties, based on roadway miles and 
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types, allows the simulation results to provide guidance based on the route network 

size.  Table 6 presents the number of simulations by the simulation types. 

Type of simulation Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Simulations 

Local Sharing 8,163 18.46 
Global Sharing 4,608 10.42 
Road Weight Sharing Local 4,920 11.13 
Road Weight Sharing Global 5,120 11.58 
Environmental Slowdown Sharing Local 5,207 11.78 
Environmental Slowdown Sharing 
Global 

6,194 14.01 

Officer Event Sharing Local 5,142 11.63 
Officer Event Sharing Global 4,861 10.99 
Total 44,215  

Table 6: Number and Type of simulations ran 

This research found no other published articles using node, and therefore link, coverage 

as a criteria for determining patrol routing strategies, so there is no known previous literature 

to use as a comparison.  A new set of baseline simulations were created to aid in the compari-

sons.  The baseline simulations created were simulations in which no sharing occurred between 

officers.  Officers traversed the roadway network only knowing where they had been and what 

nodes they had covered.   The baseline coverage results are represented in Table 7. 

Type of Simulation Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Simulations 

No Sharing 5,701 26.94 
Road Weight No Sharing 5,853 27.66 
Environmental Slowdown No 
Sharing 

4,808 22.72 

Officer Event No Sharing 4,799 22.68 
Total 21,161  

Table 7: The Total Set of Baseline simulations ran for the different types of simulation sets 

Table 8 describes the number of simulations that were run by county type.  As previ-

ously stated, there are three types of counties in the state.  The types are differentiated by the 
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number of intersections or nodes in each county.  The table reflects the number of simulations 

that were run for each county type and the percentage of the total of simulations for each type. 

Type of Simula-
tion 

Number of Simula-
tions 

Percentage of Simula-
tions 

Rural  28,507 64.47 
Medium  11,804 26.70 
Urban 3,904 8.83 
Total 44,215  

Table 8: Number of simulations ran by each county type 

The simulation’s node coverage approach is a random walk search algorithm.  This algo-

rithm determines the next node to visit based on list of node neighbors from the current loca-

tion.  Using the information that the officer has, the officer determines the next node to ad-

vance.  The officer looks at their list of previously travelled nodes and the list of shared visited 

nodes (if applicable).   This type of algorithm choice is purposeful as the goal of this research is 

to investigate sharing types between officers and not optimal routing algorithms.  The future 

work section describes an intention to use the results of this research combined with more op-

timal patrol routing algorithms to determine optimal routes using different criteria for officers. 

The following sections details the results from each type of simulation.  The results out-

line how the specific type of simulation compares with the no sharing baseline for each simula-

tion type.  The results are broken into the research questions posed above with the breakdown 

of the results for each county by the type of county.  The comparison looks at the three differ-

ent categories of the simulation type.  This category is based on the type of sharing the officer is 

using.  As discussed above, lacking previous research on the sharing types and node coverage in 

patrol routing simulations, a baseline of no sharing between officers is used. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
1 – RESEARCH QUESTION: Do officers provide better node coverage than a baseline using an ad-
hoc sharing strategy? 
 
Overall 
 

The first research question discusses whether an ad-hoc sharing strategy between offic-

ers provide better coverage than a baseline of no sharing for a county.  This type of sharing is 

considered local sharing.  This type of sharing is defined when an officer is within three nodes 

or intersections to another officer.  If an officer is within this threshold, the two officers share 

where they have been with each other.  The results of this sharing is shown below.   The first 

table describes the baseline data for this research question.  This baseline describes a simula-

tion set where officers do not share at all.  The results of this baseline was differentiated using 

different number of officers: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers 1,912 23.52 
No Sharing 12 officers 1,371 39.57 
No Sharing 25 officers 1,316 62.27 
No Sharing 50 officers 1,102 76.66 

Table 9: Baseline data for first research question. 

The table below shows the number of simulations that were ran for all types of coun-

ties.  This simulation type was performed using four different numbers of officers: six, twelve, 

twenty-five, and fifty.  The results below detail the results of this simulation type.
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Type of simulation Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Local Sharing 6 officers 2,806 22.99 
Local Sharing 12 officers 2,073 39.81 
Local Sharing 25 officers 1,062 57.89 
Local Sharing 50 officers 2,222 79.31 

Table 10: Local Sharing results for first research question 

The results of the simulation show little difference between officers sharing and officers 

not sharing.  In fact, with less available officers, the research shows that officers who do not 

share cover slightly more nodes than officers who share using local strategies.   When the of-

ficer count raises to fifty officers, the increase is less than three percent (76.66% coverage com-

pared to 79.31%).    

County types 
 

The following section details each of the county types for the comparison of local shar-

ing and the baseline of no sharing between officers.  The tables indicate the number of simula-

tions that were run and the percentage of covered nodes averaged for the total simulations.  

The following sections explain the results of each county type and how each simulation com-

pares with the baseline. 

Rural Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing in rural counties.  The simula-

tion was ran using four officer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
Rural County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers  1,212 30.42 
No Sharing 12 officers  971 47.35 
No Sharing 25 officers  1,086 68.37 
No Sharing 50 officers  689 88.69 
Table 11: Baseline results for rural counties for first research question 
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The next table shows the local sharing simulation results involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Local Sharing 6 officers  1,086 29.73 
Local Sharing 12 officers  1,250 51.27 
Local Sharing 25 officers  612 74.01 
Local Sharing 50 officers  1,527 88.02 

Table 12: Local sharing results for rural counties for first research question 

The results are very similar as the baseline simulation results.  There appears to be little 

difference between officers not sharing where they have patrolled versus officers who share 

using local strategy.  The number of nodes in rural counties are rather small, and this could indi-

cate that since the distances between each node are so large, officers spend most of the simu-

lation time advancing to the next node.  Additionally, with fewer nodes in the rural counties, 

any potential advantage to sharing is reduced.  Finally, in the dispersed network, officers have 

fewer opportunities to share. 

Medium Counties 
The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing in medium sized counties.  The 

simulations were run using four officer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.  Medium sized 

counties are counties with node counts between 4,000 and 10,000. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Medium County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers  500 14.13 
No Sharing 12 officers  300 23.85 
No Sharing 25 officers  150 42.55 
No Sharing 50 officers  277 68.43 

Table 13: Baseline results for medium counties for first research question 
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The table below shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officers in medium 

sized counties.  The results are broken into the four different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Local Sharing 6 officers  750 12.85 
Local Sharing 12 officers  700 23.99 
Local Sharing 25 officers  350 41.45 
Local Sharing 50 officers  643 62.78 

Table 14: Local sharing results for medium counties for first research question 

The results indicate that there is no significant change in percentage node coverage 

when officers are sharing local the list of the nodes that the officers have traversed.  As with ru-

ral counties, the percentage difference is small and does not show that a significant increase 

occurs between the baseline and sharing officer history of travelled nodes. 

Urban Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in urban 

sized counties.  The simulations were run using four officer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and 

fifty.  Urban sized counties are counties with node counts greater than 10,000 nodes. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are di-

vided into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Urban County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers  200 5.23 
No Sharing 12 officers  100 11.20 
No Sharing 25 officers  80 16.56 
No Sharing 50 officers  136 32.44 

Table 15: Baseline results for urban counties for first research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in urban counties.  The results are divided into the four different officer counts.   
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Type of simulation 
Urban County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Local Sharing 6 officers  250 4.76 
Local Sharing 12 officers  123 13.31 
Local Sharing 25 officers  100 16.79 
Local Sharing 50 officers  52 27.89 

Table 16: Local sharing results for urban counties for first research question 

The results indicate, for urban counties, the baseline actually performs better than shar-

ing using local strategies.  This could indicate that due to the density of the nodes in an urban-

sized county, officers traverse so many nodes that it does not matter that an officer is within 

three nodes to share.   

For Research Question one, local sharing does not improve percentage of node covered 

compared to the baseline.  These results were consistent across the three county categories.  

The results were consistent across the four values for officer quantity. 

2 – RESEARCH QUESTION: Do officers provide better node coverage than a baseline using a 
global sharing strategy? 
 
Overall 
 

The second research question examines whether a global sharing strategy between of-

ficers provides better node coverage than the baseline for a county.  In this type of sharing, for 

every shift minute every officer shares the previous set of node locations with every other of-

ficer.  This type of sharing is considered global sharing.  The results of this sharing are shown 

below.   The first table describes the baseline data for this research question.  This baseline de-

scribes a simulation set where officers do not share at all.  The results of this baseline was dif-

ferentiated using different number of officers: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   
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Type of simulation Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers 1,912 23.52 
No Sharing 12 officers 1,371 39.57 
No Sharing 25 officers 1,316 62.27 
No Sharing 50 officers 1,102 76.66 

Table 17: Baseline data for second research question. 

The table below shows the number of simulations ran for all types of counties.  This sim-

ulation type was performed using four different numbers of officers: six, twelve, twenty-five, 

and fifty.  The results below detail the results of this simulation type. 

Type of simulation Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Global Sharing 6 officers 1302 71.37 
Global Sharing 12 officers 1039 85.94 
Global Sharing 25 officers 1021 93.73 
Global Sharing 50 officers 1246 97.28 

Table 18: Global Sharing results for second research question 

The results of this type simulations show a very sizable increase in the number of nodes 

that are covered during a shift for global sharing.  The most dramatic increase is for officer size 

of six.  There is a 47.85 (23.52 versus 71.37%) percent increase in coverage of nodes for a 

county during a ten-hour shift when a global sharing strategy is used compared to using a no-

sharing strategy.   On average, there was a 36.57 percent increase across all number officers in 

the simulation set.   

County types 
 

The following section details each of the county types for the comparison of global shar-

ing and the baseline of no sharing between officers.  The tables indicate the number of simula-

tions that were run and the percentage of covered nodes averaged for the total simulations.  
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The next set of sections will explain the results of each county type and how each simulation 

compares with the baseline. 

Rural Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in rural 

counties.  The simulations were run using four officer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
Rural County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers  1,212 30.42 
No Sharing 12 officers  971 47.35 
No Sharing 25 officers  1,086 68.37 
No Sharing 50 officers  689 88.69 

Table 19: Baseline results for rural counties for second research question 

The next table shows the local sharing simulation results involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Global Sharing 6 officers  800 81.09 
Global Sharing 12 officers  786 91.75 
Global Sharing 25 officers  703 96.89 
Global Sharing 50 officers  808 97.80 

Table 20: Global sharing results for rural counties for second research question 

The results of this type of simulation show a very sizable increase in the number of 

nodes that are covered during a shift in a rural county.  The most dramatic increase is the of-

ficer size of six.  There is a 50.68 percent (30.42% versus 81.09%) increase in node coverage for 

a county during a ten-hour shift when a global sharing strategy is used compared to using a no-

sharing strategy.  On average, there was a 33.18 percent increase between the four different 

officer number sets in the simulation set.   
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Medium Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in medium 

sized counties.  The simulations were run using four officer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and 

fifty.  Medium sized counties are counties with node counts between 4,000 and 10,000. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Medium County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers  500 14.13 
No Sharing 12 officers  300 23.85 
No Sharing 25 officers  150 42.55 
No Sharing 50 officers  277 68.43 

Table 21: Baseline results for medium counties for second research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for global sharing officer simula-

tions in medium sized counties.  The results are broken into the four different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Global Sharing 6 officers  402 59.72 
Global Sharing 12 officers  186 75.23 
Global Sharing 25 officers  177 92.30 
Global Sharing 50 officers  407 96.89 

Table 22: Global sharing results for medium counties for second research question 

The results of this simulation shows a very sizable increase in the number of nodes that 

are covered during a shift.  The most dramatic increase is the officer size of twelve.  There is a 

51.39  percent (23.85% versus 75.23%) increase in coverage of nodes for a medium sized 

county during a ten-hour shift when a global sharing strategy is used compared to using a no-

sharing strategy.   On average, there was a 43.79 percent increase between all number officers 

in the simulation set.   
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Urban Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in urban 

sized counties.  The simulations were run using four officer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and 

fifty.  Urban sized counties are counties with node counts greater than 10,000 nodes. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Urban County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of  
Coverage 

No Sharing 6 officers  200 5.22 
No Sharing 12 officers  100 11.20 
No Sharing 25 officers  80 16.56 
No Sharing 50 officers  136 32.44 

Table 23: Baseline results for urban counties for second research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in urban counties.  The results are broken into the four different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Urban County 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of  
Coverage 

Global Sharing 6 officers  100 40.38 
Global Sharing 12 officers  67 47.43 
Global Sharing 25 officers  141 79.81 
Global Sharing 50 officers  31 88.86 

Table 24: Global sharing results for urban counties for second research question 

The results of this type of simulation show a very sizable increase in the number of 

nodes that are covered during a shift in an urban county.  The most dramatic increase is the of-

ficer size of twenty-five.  There is a 63.24 percent (16.56% versus 79.81%) increase in node cov-

erage for a county during a ten-hour shift when a global sharing strategy is used compared to 

using a no-sharing strategy.  On average, there was a 47.76 percent increase between the four 

different officer number sets in the simulation set.   
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For Research Question two, global sharing performed better than the baseline for node 

coverage.  The increase was consistent across all three county types.  The increase in node cov-

erage did vary by the number of officers.  For rural counties, the largest increase in coverage 

was delivered by the smallest number of officers (six).  For urban counties, the largest increase 

in node coverage occurred with twenty-five officers.  For practitioners, these results indicate 

the number of officers to provide node coverage is related to the number of nodes in the 

county but there is a diminishing return in over-patrolling. 

3 – RESEARCH QUESTION: Given Research Question one and Research Question two, what is 
the effectiveness of these approaches in a resource constrained (node coverage rate) environ-
ment? 
 
Overall 
 

Research Question three builds on the first two research questions.  If the two types of 

sharing (local sharing and global sharing) exist, how do these sharing strategies compare to the 

baseline in a resource constrained environment?  Specifically, when an officer is slowed by a sit-

uation such as weather, how does that affect the sharing strategies?  In Section 6.1.4.3.4, re-

source constrained is described as having to reduce the speed at which an officer can travel 

along the roadway network.  In the simulation set, officers travel at a constant speed of sixty 

miles per hour (or 1,609.34 meters per minute).  In this simulation set, a randomized set of 

thirty-minute periods of slowdown will affect the officer’s speed to which they can travel along 

the roadway network path.  When the officer goes into the slowdown period, the officer can 

only travel at a speed of forty-five miles per hour (or 1,207 meters per minute). 

The results of this sharing is shown below.   The first table describes the baseline data 

for this research question.  This baseline describes a simulation set where officers do not share 
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at all.  The results of this baseline was differentiated using different number of officers: six, 

twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers 1,553 22.63 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers 1,100 31.71 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers 1,100 62.37 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers 1,055 68.91 

Table 25: Baseline data for third research question. 

The table below describes the local sharing environmental slowdown simulation set.  

The table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each 

simulation set in terms of the number of officers. 

Type of simulation 
Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers 1,350 24.44 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers 1,607 34.36 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers 1,108 61.88 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers 1,142 83.14 

Table 26: Local Sharing results for third research question 

The table below describes the global sharing environmental slowdown simulation set.  

The table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each 

simulation set in terms of the number of officers. 

Type of simulation 
Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers 1,700 15.15 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers 1,450 17.50 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers 1,810 25.87 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers 1,234 42.83 

Table 27: Global Sharing results for third research question 
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The results for this simulation set reveal a different result set than the standard sharing 

simulations with no resource constraints.  In the previous simulations sets, global sharing out-

performed the baseline dramatically and the local sharing strategy provided marginal improve-

ment.  When considering resource constraints, global performed worse than the baseline.   

Type of Simulation Average period set of simula-
tions 

No Sharing 9.47 
Local Sharing 9.59 
Global Sharing 9.56 

Table 28: Average period of minute each officer was in a slowdown period 

The table above describes the average number of periods of slowdown during each type 

of simulation.  While the average for global is larger than no sharing but a smaller than local 

sharing.  It does not appear to be significant enough to produce the results shown.  On average, 

local sharing only produced a 4.55 percent increase in node coverage when compared to the 

baseline.  Global sharing, however, produced a 21.07 percent decrease in coverage on average.  

On average, an officer was in a slowdown period for roughly 270-300 minutes during each sim-

ulation.  This means that each officer experienced a 25% reduction in speed (going from 60MPH 

to 45MPH) roughly 45-50% of the simulation.  As table twenty-eight shows, every simulation 

type (no sharing, local sharing, and global sharing) experienced very similar slow periods. 

County Types 
 

The following section details each of the county types for the comparison of global shar-

ing and local sharing against the baseline of no sharing between officers in a resource-con-

strained environment.  The tables indicate the number of simulations that were run and the 

percentage of covered nodes averaged for the total simulations.  The next set of sections will 

explain the results of each county type and how each simulation compares with the baseline. 
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Rural Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing in resource constrained envi-

ronments for simulation types in rural counties.  The simulation was run using four officer 

counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
Rural County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage 
of Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  953 29.00 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  650 42.02 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  750 73.35 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  729 76.73 

Table 29: Baseline results for rural counties for third research question 

The next table shows the local sharing in a resource-constrained environment simula-

tion result involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  950 29.98 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  820 47.96 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  664 77.83 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  778 89.03 

Table 30: Local sharing results for rural counties for third research question 

The table below shows the global sharing in a resource-constrained environment simu-

lation result involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  1,000 21.03 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  800 26.06 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  1,201 33.23 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  950 47.61 

Table 31: Global sharing results for rural counties for third research question 
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The results for this simulation is very similar to what is seen in the overall resource-con-

strained environment simulation set.  As was the case in the overall resource-constrained envi-

ronment, global sharing was outperformed by the baseline by a large margin.  When consider-

ing resource constraints, global sharing performed worse than the baseline.   

Type of Simulation Average period set of simulations 
No Sharing 9.44 
Local Sharing 9.69 
Global Sharing 9.54 

Table 32: Average period of minute each officer was in a slowdown period in an rural county 
type 

The table above describes the average number of periods of slowdown during each type 

of simulation.  While the average for global is larger than no sharing, it was smaller than local 

sharing.  It does not appear to be significant enough to produce the results shown.  On average, 

local sharing only produced a 5.9 percent increase in node coverage when compared to the 

baseline.  Global sharing, however, produced a 23.29 percent decrease in coverage on average. 

Medium Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in medium 

sized counties in a resource-constrained environment.  The simulations were run using four of-

ficer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.  Medium sized counties are counties with node 

counts between 4,000 and 10,000. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 
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Type of simulation 
Medium County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  500 13.93 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  300 20.43 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  250 43.75 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  225 62.72 

Table 33: Baseline results for medium counties for third research question 

The next table shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in medium sized counties in a resource-constrained environment.  The results are broken into 

the four different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  300 13.19 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  540 24.11 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  364 42.88 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  350 71.87 

Table 34: Local sharing results for medium counties for third research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for global sharing officer simula-

tions in medium sized counties in a resource-constrained environment.  The results are broken 

into the four different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  500 8.70 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  500 7.87 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  409 13.40 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  256 28.37 

Table 35: Global sharing results for medium counties for third research question 

The results for this simulation is very similar to what is seen in the overall resource-con-

strained environment simulation set.  As was the case in the overall resource-constrained envi-

ronment, global sharing was outperformed by the baseline by a large margin.  When consider-

ing resource constraints, global sharing performed worse than the baseline.   
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Type of Simulation Average period set of simula-
tions 

No Sharing 9.49 
Local Sharing 9.44 
Global Sharing 9.64 

Table 36: Average period of minute each officer was in a slowdown period in a medium county 
type 

The table above describes the average number of periods of slowdown during each type 

of simulation.  While the average for global is larger than no sharing but smaller than local shar-

ing.  It does not appear to be significant enough to produce the results shown.  On average, lo-

cal sharing only produced a 2.8 percent increase in node coverage when compared to the base-

line.  Global sharing, however, produced a 20.62 percent decrease in coverage on average. 

Urban Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in urban 

sized counties in a resource-constrained environment.  The simulations were run using four of-

ficer counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.  Urban sized counties are counties with node 

counts greater than 10,000 nodes. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Urban County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  100 5.48 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  150 9.55 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  100 26.60 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  101 26.29 
Table 37: Baseline results for urban counties for third research question 
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The table below shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in urban counties in a resource-constrained environment.  The results are broken into the four 

different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Urban County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  100 5.52 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  247 11.62 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  80 15.88 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  14 38.13 

Table 38: Local sharing results for urban counties for third research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for global sharing officer simula-

tions in urban counties in a resource-constrained environment.  The results are broken into the 

four different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Urban County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Environmental Slowdown 6 officers  200 1.84 
Environmental Slowdown 12 officers  150 3.98 
Environmental Slowdown 25 officers  200 7.17 
Environmental Slowdown 50 officers  28 12.88 

Table 39: Global sharing results for urban counties for third research question 

The results for this simulation are very similar to what is seen in the overall resource-

constrained environment simulation set.  As was the case in the overall resource-constrained 

environment, global sharing was outperformed by the baseline by a large margin.  When con-

sidering resource constraints, global performed worse than the baseline.   

Type of Simulation Average period set of simula-
tions 

No Sharing 9.67 
Local Sharing 9.40 
Global Sharing 9.47 

Table 40: Average period of minute each officer was in a slowdown period in urban county type 
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The table above describes the average number of periods of slowdown during each type 

of simulation.  While the average for global is larger than no sharing, it was smaller than local 

sharing.  It does not appear to be significant enough to produce the results shown.  On average, 

local sharing only produced a 0.81 percent increase in node coverage when compared to the 

baseline.  Global sharing, however, produced a 10.51 percent decrease in coverage on average.  

Out of the three different county types, urban counties had the best performance for global 

sharing in a resource-constrained environment.  It appears that the baseline held as the best 

overall result set. 

For Research Question three local sharing performed better than the baseline for node 

coverage.  The increase was consistent across all three county types.  The increase in node cov-

erage did vary by the number of officers.  For rural counties, the largest increase in coverage 

was delivered by the largest number of officers (fifty).  For urban counties, the largest increase 

in node coverage occurred with fifty officers.  For practitioners, these results indicate the num-

ber of officers to provide node coverage is related to number of officer patrolling the area.  As 

the numbers of officers increase, better coverage is achieved. 

4 – RESEARCH QUESTION: Given Research Question one and Research Question two, what is 
the effectiveness of these approaches in an event-constrained environment? 
 
Overall  
 

The next research question continues to build on the first two research questions.  If the 

two types of sharing (local sharing and global sharing) exist, how do these sharing strategies 

compare to the baseline in a graph constrained environment?  Specifically, when an officer is 

required to stop and perform certain job duties, such as issuing a citation or investigating a traf-

fic crash?  In Section OFFCER EVENT SHARING, event-constrained is described as having to work 
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certain job aspects.  For a traffic citation, an officer will have to stop traversing the roadway 

network graph for a period of seven minute.  An officer will also have to stop traversing the 

roadway network graph for a period of fifteen minutes.  A randomized algorithm determines 

whether an officer will enter into a work stop period.  Once an officer is randomly chosen to en-

ter into a work stop period, it is then randomly decided the type of work stop, work a traffic ci-

tation stop or work a traffic crash.  The algorithm gives a 25% chance of being randomly 

stopped to perform a stop work event.  If the office enters into a stop-work event, there is a 

75% chance the event will be to work a traffic accident.  Officers in general will perform more 

traffic citation stops than traffic accidents. 

The results of this sharing is shown below.   The first table describes the baseline data 

for this research question.  This baseline describes a simulation set where officers do not share 

at all.  The results of this baseline was differentiated using different number of officers: six, 

twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers 1,500 20.18 
Officer Event 12 officers 1,074 33.05 
Officer Event 25 officers 1,150 57.62 
Officer Event 50 officers 1,025 76.24 

Table 41: Baseline data for fourth research question. 

The table below describes the local sharing in an event-constrained simulation set.  The 

table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each simula-

tion set in terms of the number of officers. 
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Type of simulation 
Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers 1,500 21.34 
Officer Event 12 officers 1,552 40.05 
Officer Event 25 officers 1,071 50.29 
Officer Event 50 officers 1,019 70.33 

Table 42: Local Sharing results for fourth research question 

The table below describes the global sharing in an event-constrained simulation set.  

The table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each 

simulation set in terms of the number of officers. 

Type of simulation 
Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers 1,318 37.86 
Officer Event 12 officers 1,067 56.12 
Officer Event 25 officers 1,069 79.20 
Officer Event 50 officers 1,407 90.40 

Table 43: Global Sharing results for first research question 

The results for this simulation set reveal a different result set than the resource con-

strained simulation set.  In this simulation set, local sharing was below the baseline by a very 

small percentage.  Local sharing in an event-constrained environment suffered a 1.27 percent 

decrease in node coverage for all county types.  Global sharing simulations fared much better.  

Global sharing increased 19.13 percent above the baseline for all county types.  

Type of Simulation Average Time in 
Event 

Average Number of 
Traffic Crashes 

Average Number of 
Traffic Citations 

Officer Event No Sharing 8.99 11.285 34.37 
Officer Event Local Sharing 8.98 11.27 34.40 
Officer Event Global Sharing 8.99 11.33 34.40 

Table 44: Average time in an event, average number of traffic crashes and average number of 
citation an officer works 
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The table above describes the average time for each event.  There was a consistent 8.99 

time officers had to stop for each event.  Across all the county types, officers worked a con-

sistent number of traffic citations and traffic crashes.  It is worth noting that the average time 

an officer was in an event was 424 minutes.  That is a very number in terms of an officer work-

ing a total of 600 minutes.  That means than officer was consistently in a stop work period for 

70% of their work time.  This is a very high number.  This essentially lowers the shift time by 

seventy percent and this lowering could be the reason global sharing strategies works well.   

County Types 
 

The following section details each of the county types for the comparison of global shar-

ing and local sharing against the baseline of no sharing between officers in an event-con-

strained network.  The tables indicate the number of simulations that were ran and the per-

centage of covered nodes averaged for the total simulations.  The next set of sections will ex-

plain the results of each county type and how each simulation compares with the baseline. 

Rural Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing in an event-constrained net-

work for simulation types in rural counties.  The simulation was run using four officer counts: 

six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
Rural County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  900 26.42 
Officer Event 12 officers  700 43.09 
Officer Event 25 officers  700 69.69 
Officer Event 50 officers  687 85.70 

Table 45: Baseline results for rural counties for fourth research question 
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The next table shows the local sharing in an event-constrained network simulation re-

sult involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  900 29.20 
Officer Event 12 officers  1,252 44.87 
Officer Event 25 officers  550 64.45 
Officer Event 50 officers  612 83.21 

Table 46: Local sharing results for rural counties for fourth research question 

The next table shows the global sharing in an event-constrained network simulation re-

sult involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  800 47.49 
Officer Event 12 officers  617 67.40 
Officer Event 25 officers  769 85.31 
Officer Event 50 officers  900 94.92 

Table 47: Global sharing results for rural counties for fourth research question 

The results for this simulation set is very similar to the overall county types result set.  In 

this simulation set, local sharing was below the baseline by a very small percentage.  Local shar-

ing in a graph-constrained environment suffered a 0.792 percent decrease in node coverage for 

all county types.  Global sharing simulations fared much better.  Global sharing increased 17.55 

percent above the baseline for all county types.  

Type of Simulation Average Time in 
Event 

Average Number of 
Traffic Crashes 

Average Number of 
Traffic Citations 

Officer Event No Sharing 8.98 11.28 34.40 
Officer Event Local Sharing 8.98 11.26 34.42 
Officer Event Global Sharing 8.98 11.29 34.39 
Table 48: Average time in an event, average number of traffic crashes and average number of 

citation an officer works in a rural county type 
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The table above describes the average time for each event.  There was a consistent 8.98 

time officers had to stop for each event.  Across all the county types, officers worked a con-

sistent number of traffic citations and traffic crashes.  It is worth noting that the same amount 

of time an officer spent overall in the rural simulation was very similar to the overall simulation 

set.  

Medium Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in medium 

sized counties in an event-constrained network.  The simulation was run using four officer 

counts: 6, 12, 25 and 50.  Medium sized counties are counties with node counts between 4,000 

and 10,000. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Medium County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  550 12.62 
Officer Event 12 officers  174 21.01 
Officer Event 25 officers  400 41.36 
Officer Event 50 officers  400 59.66 

Table 49: Baseline results for medium counties for fourth research question 

The next table shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in medium sized counties in an event-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four 

different officer counts.   
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Type of simulation 
Medium County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  350 13.16 
Officer Event 12 officers  250 21.79 
Officer Event 25 officers  371 40.73 
Officer Event 50 officers  316 58.66 

Table 50: Local sharing results for medium counties for fourth research question 

The next table shows the results of the simulations for global sharing officer simulations in me-

dium sized counties in an event-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four dif-

ferent officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  300 28.40 
Officer Event 12 officers  300 46.71 
Officer Event 25 officers  200 73.31 
Officer Event 50 officers  357 89.14 

Table 51: Global sharing results for medium counties for fourth research question 

The results for this simulation set is very similar to the overall county types result set.  In 

this simulation set, local sharing was below the baseline by a very small percentage.  Local shar-

ing in a graph-constrained environment suffered a 0.075 percent decrease in node coverage for 

all county types.  Global sharing simulations fared much better.  Global sharing increased 25.73 

percent above the baseline for all county types.  

Type of Simulation Average Time in 
Event 

Average Number of 
Traffic Crashes 

Average Number of 
Traffic Citations 

Officer Event No Sharing 8.99 11.32 34.37 
Officer Event Local Sharing 8.99 11.30 34.37 
Officer Event Global Sharing 8.99 11.35 34.29 
Table 52: Average time in an event, average number of traffic crashes and average number of 

citation an officer works in a medium county type 

The table above describes the average time for each event.  There was a consistent 

8.998 time officers had to stop for each event.  Across all the county types, officers worked a 
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consistent number of traffic citations and traffic crashes.  It is worth noting that the same 

amount of time an officer spent overall in the rural simulation was very similar to the overall 

simulation set.  

Urban Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in urban 

sized counties in an event-constrained network.  The simulation was run using four officer 

counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.  Urban sized counties are counties with node counts 

greater than 10,000 nodes. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Urban County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  100 5.63 
Officer Event 12 officers  200 8.39 
Officer Event 25 officers  50 18.69 
Officer Event 50 officers  61 44.90 

Table 53: Baseline results for rural counties for fourth research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in urban counties in an event-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four differ-

ent officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Urban County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  250 4.48 
Officer Event 12 officers  50 10.57 
Officer Event 25 officers  150 22.05 
Officer Event 50 officers  91 24.25 

Table 54: Local sharing results for rural counties for fourth research question 
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The table below shows the results of the simulations for global sharing officer simula-

tions in urban counties in an event-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four 

different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Urban County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Officer Event 6 officers  250 15.58 
Officer Event 12 officers  50 28.53 
Officer Event 25 officers  150 44.02 
Officer Event 50 officers  91 66.33 

Table 55: Global sharing results for rural counties for fourth research question 

The results for this simulation set reveal a different result set than the resource con-

strained simulation set.  In this simulation set, local sharing was below the baseline by a very 

small percentage.  Local sharing in an event-constrained environment suffered a 4.06 percent 

decrease in node coverage for all county types.  Global sharing simulations fared much better.  

Global sharing increased 19.21 percent above the baseline for all county types.  

Type of Simulation Average Time in 
Event 

Average Number of 
Traffic Crashes 

Average Number of 
Traffic Citations 

Officer Event No Sharing 8.99 11.32 34.30 
Officer Event Local Sharing 8.98 11.24 34.48 
Officer Event Global Sharing 8.98 11.31 34.39 
Table 56: Average time in an event, average number of traffic crashes and average number of 

citation an officer works in an urban county type 

The table above describes the average time for each event.  There was a consistent 8.98 

time officers had to stop for each event.  Across all the county types, officers worked a con-

sistent number of traffic citations and traffic crashes.  It is worth noting that the same amount 

of time an officer spent overall in the rural simulation was very similar to the overall simulation 

set.  
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5 – RESEARCH QUESTION: Given Research Question one and Research Question two, what is 
the effectiveness of these approaches in a graph-constrained environment? 
 
Overall 
 

The next research question continues to build on the first two research questions.  If the 

two types of sharing (local and global) exist, how do these sharing strategies compare to the 

baseline in a graph constrained environment?  Specifically, when an officer is required to weigh 

their options in terms of the roadway type?  In Section 6.1.4.3.3, graph-constrained is described 

as placing a weight on each type of roadway in the roadway network graph.  In this simulation 

set, the weights for the edges are described in the following table. 

Interstate 60% 
State Routes 30% 
County/Municipal Roads 5% 
Ramps 5% 

Table 57: Roadway Weights for different types of road types 

The results of this sharing is shown below.   The first table describes the baseline data 

for this research question.  This baseline describes a simulation set where officers do not share 

at all.  The results of this baseline was differentiated using different number of officers: six, 

twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers 1,108 67.57 
Road Weight 12 officers 1,343 87.37 
Road Weight 25 officers 1,551 63.37 
Road Weight 50 officers 1,851 98.14 

Table 58: Baseline data for fifth research question 

The table below describes the local sharing in a graph-constrained simulation set.  The 

table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each simula-

tion set in terms of the number of officers. 
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Type of simulation 
Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers 1,586 70.25 
Road Weight 12 officers 1,029 85.42 
Road Weight 25 officers 1,207 45.03 
Road Weight 50 officers 1,098 60.95 
Table 59: Local Sharing results for fifth research question 

The table below describes the global sharing in a graph-constrained simulation set.  The 

table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each simula-

tion set in terms of the number of officers. 

Type of simulation 
Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers 1,067 72.93 
Road Weight 12 officers 1,021 74.32 
Road Weight 25 officers 1,554 84.35 
Road Weight 50 officers 1,484 76.32 

Table 60: Global Sharing results for fifth research question 

The results from this simulation are different from all other simulation sets.  The base-

line out performs both local sharing and global sharing strategies.  Local sharing strategy is 

13.70 percent less coverage for nodes in all county sets as opposed to global sharing strategy is 

2.13 percent less coverage than the baseline.   

An interesting note is the number of miles for each type of roadway.  The table below 

describes the number of roadway miles for each type of roadway. 

Roadway Class Total Miles Percentage of Total 
Miles 

Interstate Routes 2,006 1.89 
US Routes 5,137 4.83 
State Routes 11,907 11.19 
County & Municipal 
Routes 

86,893 81.66 

Table 61: Table that shows the total road miles for each type of roadway 
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Due to the small amount of interstate road miles, the weighting of routes could pose a 

problem and could skew the results.  This is true for all simulations for this research question 

and will be noted in the threats to validity. 

County Types 
 

The following section details each of the county types for the comparison of global shar-

ing and local sharing against the baseline of no sharing between officers in a graph-constrained 

network.  The tables indicate the number of simulations that were ran and the percentage of 

covered nodes averaged for the total simulations.  The next set of sections will explain the re-

sults of each county type and how each simulation compares with the baseline. 

Rural Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing in a graph-constrained network 

for simulation types in rural counties.  The simulation was ran using four officer counts: six, 

twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.   

Type of simulation 
Rural County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  700 73.80 
Road Weight 12 officers  970 92.23 
Road Weight 25 officers  948 71.10 
Road Weight 50 officers  1,189 98.47 

Table 62: Baseline results for rural counties for fifth research question 

The next table shows the local sharing in a graph-constrained network simulation result 

involving rural counties.  
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Type of simulation 
Rural County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  1,126 75.14 
Road Weight 12 officers  671 90.18 
Road Weight 25 officers  727 47.51 
Road Weight 50 officers  745 59.44 

Table 63: Local sharing results for rural counties for fifth research question 

The next table shows the global sharing in a graph-constrained network simulation re-

sult involving rural counties.  

Type of simulation 
Rural County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  797 78.34 
Road Weight 12 officers  719 83.57 
Road Weight 25 officers  878 86.22 
Road Weight 50 officers  989 83.91 

Table 64: Global sharing results for rural counties for fifth research question 

The results from this simulation are different from all other simulation sets.  The base-

line out performs both local sharing and global sharing strategies.  Local sharing strategy is 

15.83 percent less coverage for nodes in all county sets as opposed to global sharing strategy is 

0.89 percent less coverage than the baseline.  Because of the slim difference, there seems to be 

no difference between no sharing and global sharing in a graph-constrained environment. 

Medium Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in medium 

sized counties in a graph-constrained network.  The simulation was ran using four officer 

counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.  Medium sized counties are counties with node 

counts between 4,000 and 10,000. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 
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Type of simulation 
Medium County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  308 61.57 
Road Weight 12 officers  198 80.67 
Road Weight 25 officers  453 58.45 
Road Weight 50 officers  545 97.75 

Table 65: Baseline results for medium counties for fifth research question 

The next table shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in medium sized counties in a graph-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four 

different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  300 63.85 
Road Weight 12 officers  308 79.14 
Road Weight 25 officers  250 37.82 
Road Weight 50 officers  346 64.88 

Table 66: Local sharing results for medium counties for fifth research question 

The next table shows the results of the simulations for global sharing officer simulations 

in medium sized counties in a graph-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four 

different officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Medium County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  255 57.64 
Road Weight 12 officers  202 59.15 
Road Weight 25 officers  501 90.68 
Road Weight 50 officers  364 75.57 

Table 67: Global sharing results for medium counties for fifth research question 

The results from this simulation are different from all other simulation sets.  The base-

line out performs both local sharing and global sharing strategies.  Local sharing strategy is 

13.19 percent less coverage for nodes in all county sets as opposed to global sharing strategy is 

3.85 percent less coverage than the baseline.   
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Urban Counties 
 

The table below shows the baseline results of no sharing for simulation types in urban 

sized counties in a graph-constrained network.  The simulation was ran using four officer 

counts: six, twelve, twenty-five, and fifty.  Urban sized counties are counties with node counts 

greater than 10,000 nodes. 

The table below provides the results of the baseline simulations.  These results are bro-

ken into the four different officer counts for the simulations. 

Type of simulation 
Urban County, No Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  100 42.45 
Road Weight 12 officers  175 68.02 
Road Weight 25 officers  150 29.32 
Road Weight 50 officers  117 96.54 

Table 68: Baseline results for urban counties for fifth research question 

The table below shows the results of the simulations for local sharing officer simulations 

in urban counties in a graph-constrained network.  The results are broken into the four differ-

ent officer counts.   

Type of simulation 
Urban County, Local Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  160 47.82 
Road Weight 12 officers  50 60.33 
Road Weight 25 officers  230 45.03 
Road Weight 50 officers  7 27.73 

Table 69: Local sharing results for urban counties for fifth research question 

The table below describes the global sharing in a graph-constrained simulation set.  The 

table describes the total number of simulations and the average node coverage of each simula-

tion set in terms of the number of officers. 
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Type of simulation 
Urban County, Global Sharing 

Number of 
Simulations 

Percentage of 
Coverage 

Road Weight 6 officers  9 27.21 
Road Weight 12 officers  100 38.53 
Road Weight 25 officers  175 56.77 
Road Weight 50 officers  131 21.07 

Table 70: Global sharing results for urban counties for fifth research question 

The results from this simulation are different from all other simulation sets.  The base-

line out performs both local sharing and global sharing strategies.  Local sharing strategy is 

13.85 percent less coverage for nodes in all county sets as opposed to global sharing strategy is 

23.18 percent less coverage than the baseline.  The results from the urban counties are sub-

stantially larger than the differences of the other two county types.   

CARE IMPACT RESULTS 

The following section describes the analysis of all the different types of simulations that 

were conducted.  To ensure consistency, the analysis was centered on county types.  This 

means that there were no comparisons between rural and urban simulation types.  The reason 

lies in the differences in node count and node distant between the county types.  As an exam-

ple, Figure 10 found in Section 5 shows that Bullock County only has 875 nodes and figure 

eleven shows the number of nodes in Jefferson County with over 38,466 nodes.  

CARE, a data analysis software system originally designed for problem identification and 

countermeasure development for traffic safety problems, was used for the analysis [39].  The 

IMPACT tool will be utilized to provide a visual comparison between the experimental and con-

trol subsets.  IMPACT is a powerful tool to show a user over representations of subsets. 
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OVERALL RESULTS FROM ALL COUNTY TYPES 

The following section describes the analysis results by comparing across all county 

types. This section will combine the simulation results from across Rural, Medium, & Urban 

county types.  In later sections, each county type will be analyzed and the results will be pre-

sented. 

1. Sharing vs. No Sharing 

This analysis compares total sharing versus no sharing at all between officers.  When the 

term sharing is used, this includes all types of sharing across all simulations (local sharing, global 

sharing, road weight local & global sharing, event local & global sharing, and slowdown local & 

global sharing strategies).  The no sharing term includes all types of simulations in which no 

sharing strategies are used (no sharing, road weight no sharing, event no sharing, and slow-

down no sharing).   

Percent  
Covered 

Sharing  
Frequency Sharing % No Sharing  

Frequency 
No Sharing  

Percent Odds Ratio 

90 - 99% 9943 22.49 4541 21.46 1.048 
80 - 89% 4925 11.14 2015 9.52 1.170 
70 - 79% 3335 7.54 1598 7.55 0.999 
60 - 69% 3116 7.05 1545 7.30 0.965 
50 - 59% 3015 6.82 1608 7.60 0.897 
40 - 49% 3255 7.36 1719 8.12 0.906 
30 - 39% 3610 8.16 2029 9.59 0.852 
20 - 29% 4030 9.11 1991 9.41 0.969 
10 - 19% 4046 9.15 2357 11.14 0.822 
0 - 9% 4940 11.17 1758 8.31 1.345 

Table 71: Sharing vs. No Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 71 displays the output of the IMPACT analysis using the CARE analysis system.  Fig-

ure 25 represents the comparison of sharing strategies versus no sharing strategies across all 

simulation types.  The red bars represent sharing and the blue bars represent non-sharing.  
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Figure 25: Bar chart results for Sharing vs. No Sharing IMPACT Results 

The Odds Ratio for sharing vs. no sharing is rather small.  This indicates that in the over-

all simulation set, there was only 1.048 Odd Ratio of achieving a 90% or above node coverage 

for a county when comparing sharing versus non-sharing.   

2. Global Sharing vs. Local Sharing  

This analysis compares global sharing versus local sharing simulations between officers.  

Local sharing includes road weight local sharing, event local sharing, and slowdown local shar-

ing strategies. Global sharing includes global sharing, road weight global sharing, event global 

sharing, and slowdown global sharing.   

Percent  
Covered  

Global Sharing  
Frequency Global Sharing % Local Sharing  

Frequency Local Sharing % Odds Ratio 

90 - 99% 6685 32.17 3258 13.90 2.313 
80 - 89% 2657 12.78 2268 9.68 1.321 
70 - 79% 1363 6.56 1972 8.42 0.779 
60 - 69% 1115 5.36 2001 8.54 0.628 
50 - 59% 1129 5.43 1886 8.05 0.675 
40 - 49% 1260 6.06 1995 8.51 0.712 
30 - 39% 1232 5.93 2378 10.15 0.584 
20 - 29% 1128 5.43 2902 12.38 0.438 
10 - 19% 1558 7.50 2488 10.62 0.706 
0 - 9% 2656 12.78 2284 9.75 1.311 

Table 72: Global Sharing vs. Local Sharing Overall IMPACT results 
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Table 72 represents the results from the IMPACT analysis between global sharing strate-

gies versus local sharing strategies.  Figure 26 is the visual representation of the IMPACT com-

parison.  The red bars represent global sharing and the blue bars represent local sharing. 

 

Figure 26: Bar chart results for Global Sharing vs. Local Sharing IMPACT Results 

Overall, 90 percent or higher node coverage is twice as likely to be achieved when using 

global sharing versus local sharing.  The Odds Ratio of Global Sharing has a statistical significant 

odds ratio value of 2.313. 

3. Road Weight No Sharing vs. Road Weight Sharing 

This analysis compares road weight no sharing simulations versus road weight sharing 

strategies.  Road weight sharing includes road weight global sharing and road weight local shar-

ing.  The road weight no sharing is considered the baseline for the road weight simulation type.  

This analysis will show how road weight sharing methodologies compare to the baseline, which 

is no sharing between officers in a road weight simulation type.    
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Percent 
Covered 

Road Weight No 
Sharing Frequency  

Road Weight 
No Sharing % 

Road Weight 
Sharing  
Frequency 

Road Weight 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 4503 44.85 3595 61.42 0.730 
80 - 89% 1571 15.65 651 11.12 1.407 
70 - 79% 1038 10.34 352 6.01 1.719 
60 - 69% 624 6.22 311 5.31 1.170 
50 - 59% 330 3.29 215 3.67 0.895 
40 - 49% 176 1.75 120 2.05 0.855 
30 - 39% 60 0.60 57 0.97 0.614 
20 - 29% 27 0.27 9 0.15 1.749 
0 - 9% 1711 17.04 492 8.41 2.027 

Table 73: Road Weight Sharing vs. Road Weight No Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 73 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 27 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results.  The red bars represent no sharing, while the blue bars represent shar-

ing. 

 

Figure 27: Bar chart results for Road Weight Sharing vs. Road Weight No Sharing IMPACT Re-
sults 

Overall, a very low percent node coverage is almost twice as likely to be achieved when 

using global sharing versus local sharing. The Odds Ratio of Road Weight No Sharing has a sta-

tistical significant value of 2.027 in the category of 0-9%.   
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4. Event Sharing vs. Event No Sharing 

This analysis compares event no sharing simulations versus event sharing strategies.  

Event sharing includes event global sharing and event local sharing.  The event no sharing be-

tween officers is considered the baseline for the event simulation type.  This analysis will show 

how event sharing methodologies compare to the baseline.     

Percent Covered Event Sharing  
Frequency 

Event  
Sharing % 

Event No Sharing  
Frequency 

Event No  
Sharing % Odds Ratio 

90 - 99% 1386 13.86 226 4.71 2.942 
80 - 89% 1148 11.48 476 9.92 1.157 
70 - 79% 700 7.00 352 7.33 0.954 
60 - 69% 965 9.65 384 8.00 1.206 
50 - 59% 1028 10.28 512 10.67 0.963 
40 - 49% 1213 12.13 491 10.23 1.185 
30 - 39% 1240 12.40 579 12.07 1.027 
20 - 29% 1149 11.49 565 11.77 0.976 
10 - 19% 744 7.44 755 15.73 0.473 
0 - 9% 430 4.30 459 9.56 0.449 

Table 74: Event Sharing vs. Event No Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 74 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 28 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results.  The red bars are for the event sharing subset while the blue bars repre-

sent the event no sharing subset. 

 

Figure 28: Bar chart results for Event Sharing vs. Event No Sharing IMPACT Results 
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Event sharing had a very high odds ratio compared to event no sharing.  In fact, the data 

shows that event sharing is almost three times more likely to produce a 90 percent or higher 

node coverage than event no sharing.  The odds ratio of event sharing has a statistical signifi-

cant value of 2.942 in the 90-99 percent category.   

5. Slowdown Sharing vs. Slowdown No Sharing 

This analysis compares slowdown no sharing simulations versus slowdown sharing strat-

egies.  Slowdown sharing includes slowdown global sharing and slowdown local sharing.  The 

slowdown no sharing between officers is considered the baseline for the slowdown simulation 

type.  This analysis will show how slowdown sharing methodologies compare to the baseline.     

Percent 
Covered 

Slowdown Sharing 
Frequency 

Slowdown 
Sharing % 

Slowdown No 
Sharing Frequency 

Slowdown No 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 622 5.46 350 7.28 0.749 
80 - 89% 602 5.28 348 7.24 0.730 
70 - 79% 521 4.57 447 9.30 0.492 
60 - 69% 527 4.62 347 7.22 0.640 
50 - 59% 812 7.12 304 6.32 1.126 
40 - 49% 1002 8.79 468 9.73 0.903 
30 - 39% 1326 11.63 674 14.02 0.830 
20 - 29% 1609 14.11 655 13.62 1.036 
10 - 19% 2113 18.53 805 16.74 1.107 
0 - 9% 2267 19.88 410 8.53 2.332 

Table 75: Slowdown Sharing vs. Slowdown No Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 75 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 29 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results.  The red bars represent slowdown sharing while the blue bars represent 

slowdown no sharing. 
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Figure 29: Bar chart results for Event Sharing vs. Event No Sharing IMPACT Results 

The data show that it is two times more likely to produce less than 9% node coverage 

using sharing methodologies in a slowdown simulation than using a no sharing methodology.  

The Odds Ratio of slowdown sharing has a statistical significant value of 2.332 in the 0-9 per-

cent category.   

RURAL COUNTY TYPES 

The next section shows the results from the analysis of the rural county types.  This sec-

tion compares how sharing strategies relate to the baseline for rural county types and how in-

creasing the number of officers affects the results of the simulation sets. 

1. Rural Total Sharing vs. Rural No Sharing 

This analysis compares the total sharing simulations versus no sharing at all between of-

ficers in a rural county type. The term sharing includes all types of sharing across all simulations, 

such as local sharing, global sharing, road weight local & global sharing, event local & global 

sharing, and slowdown local & global sharing strategies in a rural county.  The no sharing term 

includes all types of simulations in which no sharing strategies are used in a rural county, such 
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as no sharing, road weight no sharing, event no sharing, and slowdown no sharing in a rural 

county.   

Percent 
Covered 

Rural Total Sharing 
Frequency 

Rural Total 
Sharing % 

Rural No Sharing 
Frequency 

Rural No 
Sharing % 

Odds  
Ratio 

90 - 99% 8230 28.87 3573 25.83 1.118 
80 - 89% 3760 13.19 1790 12.94 1.019 
70 - 79% 2431 8.53 1197 8.65 0.986 
60 - 69% 1973 6.92 1107 8.00 0.865 
50 - 59% 1883 6.61 1099 7.94 0.831 
40 - 49% 2219 7.78 1274 9.21 0.845 
30 - 39% 2531 8.88 1396 10.09 0.880 
20 - 29% 2303 8.08 1248 9.02 0.896 
10 - 19% 1580 5.54 881 6.37 0.870 
0 - 9% 1597 5.60 269 1.94 2.881 

Table 76: Rural Sharing vs. Rural No Sharing IMPACT results 

Table 76 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 30 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 30: Bar chart results for Rural Sharing vs. Rural No Sharing IMPACT Results 

Overall, the Odds Ratio between all different percent covered categories is close to neu-

tral.  However, the interesting category is the 0-9 percent category.  According to the results of 

the IMPACT analysis, the Odds Ratio of rural total sharing has a statistical significant value of 
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2.881.  This means that it is almost three times more likely to receive results of 0-9 percent 

node coverage using sharing methodologies in rural county types than not sharing. 

2. Rural Global sharing vs. Rural Local Sharing 

This analysis compares global sharing simulations versus local sharing between officers 

in a rural county.  Local sharing includes road weight local sharing, event local sharing, and 

slowdown local sharing strategies in a rural county. Global sharing includes global sharing, road 

weight global sharing, event global sharing, and slowdown global sharing in a rural county.   

Percent 
Covered 

Rural Global Sharing 
Frequency 

Rural 
Global 
Sharing % 

Rural Local Shar-
ing Frequency 

Rural Local 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 5301 39.22 2929 19.54 2.007 
80 - 89% 1834 13.57 1926 12.85 1.056 
70 - 79% 963 7.12 1468 9.79 0.727 
60 - 69% 681 5.04 1292 8.62 0.585 
50 - 59% 703 5.20 1180 7.87 0.661 
40 - 49% 782 5.79 1437 9.59 0.603 
30 - 39% 885 6.55 1646 10.98 0.596 
20 - 29% 682 5.05 1621 10.81 0.467 
10 - 19% 833 6.16 747 4.98 1.237 
0 - 9% 853 6.31 744 4.96 1.271 

Table 77: Rural Global Sharing vs. Rural Local Sharing IMPACT results 

Table 77 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 31 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 
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Figure 31: Bar chart results for Rural Global Sharing vs. Rural Local Sharing IMPACT Results 

The results of the IMPACT show the Odds Ratio of rural global sharing has a statistical 

significant value of 2.007 in regards to rural local sharing.  This means that 90 percent or higher 

node coverage is twice as likely to be achieved when using global sharing methodologies in ru-

ral county types than using local sharing methodologies. 

3. 12 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 6 Officer Rural Sharing 

This IMPACT analysis compares six officers using local and global sharing strategies ver-

sus twelve officers using local and global sharing strategies in a rural county.  Essentially, this is 

comparing what happens to the performance of node coverage when the number of officers is 

doubled.  Table 78 and Figure 32 show the result of the IMPACT analysis. 
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Percent 
Covered 

12 Officer Rural 
Sharing Frequency 

12 Officer 
Rural Shar-
ing % 

6 Officer Rural Shar-
ing Frequency 

6 Officer 
Rural Shar-
ing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 551 27.06 91 3.49 7.750 
80 - 89% 242 11.89 391 15.00 0.792 
70 - 79% 136 6.68 252 9.67 0.691 
60 - 69% 203 9.97 104 3.99 2.498 
50 - 59% 274 13.46 93 3.57 3.771 
40 - 49% 331 16.26 208 7.98 2.037 
30 - 39% 242 11.89 420 16.12 0.738 
20 - 29% 56 2.75 643 24.67 0.111 
10 - 19% 1 0.05 378 14.50 0.003 

Table 78: 12 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 6 Officer Rural Sharing IMPACT results 

Table 78 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 32 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 32: Bar chart results for 12 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 6 Officer Rural Sharing IMPACT Re-
sults 

The data shows that twelve officers perform better in almost every percent coverage 

category than six officers.  The most significant Odds Ratio value is in the category of 90-99 per-

cent.  Twelve officers in rural counties is seven times more likely to achieve a node coverage of 

90 percent or higher. 
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4. 25 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 12 Officer Rural Sharing 

The following IMPACT analysis compares twenty-five officers versus twelve officers us-

ing local and global sharing strategies in a rural county.  Table 79 and Figure 33 show the result 

of the IMPACT analysis. 

Percent 
Covered 

25 Officer Rural 
Sharing Frequency 

25 Officer Ru-
ral Sharing % 

12 Officer Rural 
Sharing Fre-
quency 

12 Officer Ru-
ral Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 719 54.68 551 27.06 2.020 
80 - 89% 159 12.09 242 11.89 1.017 
70 - 79% 226 17.19 136 6.68 2.573 
60 - 69% 169 12.85 203 9.97 1.289 
50 - 59% 40 3.04 274 13.46 0.226 
40 - 49% 2 0.15 331 16.26 0.009 

Table 79: 25 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 12 Officer Rural Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 79 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 33 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 33: Bar chart results for 25 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 12 Officer Rural Sharing IMPACT Re-
sults 

The data shows that twenty-five officers perform better in almost every percent cover-

age category than twelve officers.  The most significant Odds Ratio value is in the category of 
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90-99 percent.  Twenty-Five officers in rural counties is two times more likely to achieve a node 

coverage of 90 percent or higher. 

5. 50 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 25 Officer Rural Sharing 

The following IMPACT analysis compares fifty officers versus twenty-five officers using 

local and global sharing strategies in a rural county.  Table 80 and Figure 34 show the result of 

the IMPACT analysis. 

Percent 
Covered 

50 Officer Rural 
Sharing Frequency 

50 Officer 
Rural Sharing 
% 

25 Officer Rural 
Sharing Frequency 

25 Officer 
Rural Sharing 
% 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 1484 63.55 719 54.68 1.162 
80 - 89% 638 27.32 159 12.09 2.260 
70 - 79% 170 7.28 226 17.19 0.424 
60 - 69% 43 1.84 169 12.85 0.143 

Table 80: 50 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 25 Officer Rural Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 80 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 34 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 34: Bar chart results for 50 Officer Rural Sharing vs. 25 Officer Rural Sharing IMPACT Re-
sults 

The data show that fifty officers perform better in almost every percent coverage cate-

gory than using twenty-five officers.  The largest Odds Ratio value is in the category of 80-89 
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percent node coverage.  The data reveal that fifty officers in rural county types is 2.26 times 

more likely to achieve 80-89 percent node coverage than twenty-five officers patrolling in a ru-

ral county type. 

Overall Rural Results: 

The results of the CARE IMPACT reveal that as the number of officers increase in a rural 

area, the node coverage for the simulation is increased.  Sharing methodologies fared better in 

event simulation types than no sharing methodologies, and global sharing was shown to be bet-

ter than local sharing. 

MEDIUM COUNTY TYPES 

This section shows the results from the analysis of medium-sized county types.  It com-

pares how sharing strategies relate to the baseline and how increasing the number of officers 

affects the results of the simulation sets. 

1. Medium Total Sharing vs. Medium No Sharing 

Table 81 and Figure 35 compare the total sharing simulations versus no sharing at all be-

tween officers in a medium-sized county.  The term sharing includes local sharing, global shar-

ing, road weight local & global sharing, event local & global sharing, and slowdown local & 

global sharing strategies across all simulations for a medium county.  The no sharing term in-

cludes no sharing, road weight no sharing, event no sharing, and slowdown no sharing across all 

simulations for a medium county.   
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Percent 
Covered 

Medium Total 
Sharing Frequency 

Medium Total 
Sharing % 

Medium No Sharing 
Frequency 

Medium No 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 1666 14.11 840 15.54 0.908 
80 - 89% 888 7.52 143 2.64 2.844 
70 - 79% 701 5.94 387 7.16 0.830 
60 - 69% 989 8.38 363 6.71 1.248 
50 - 59% 1039 8.80 443 8.19 1.074 
40 - 49% 772 6.54 325 6.01 1.088 
30 - 39% 898 7.61 454 8.40 0.906 
20 - 29% 1319 11.17 588 10.87 1.028 
10 - 19% 1783 15.11 1144 21.16 0.714 
0 - 9% 1749 14.82 720 13.32 1.113 

Table 81: Medium Sharing vs. Medium No Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 81 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 35 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 35: Bar chart results for Medium Sharing vs. Medium No Sharing IMPACT Results 

The results of the IMPACT analysis show that the most statistically significant value is 

2.844 seen in the 80-89 percent node coverage category.  The other categories’ odds ratios are 

close to one, which means that they tend to be more neutral. 

2. Medium Global Sharing vs. Medium Local Sharing 

Table 82 and Figure 36 compare global sharing simulations versus local sharing between 

officers in a medium-sized county.  Local sharing includes road weight local sharing, event local 
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sharing, and slowdown local sharing strategies in a medium-sized county, and global sharing in-

cludes global sharing, road weight global sharing, event global sharing, and slowdown global 

sharing in a medium-sized county.   

Percent 
Covered 

Medium Global 
Sharing Fre-
quency 

Medium 
Global Shar-
ing % 

Medium Local Shar-
ing Frequency 

Medium Local 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 1340 25.21 326 5.02 5.017 
80 - 89% 616 11.59 272 4.19 2.764 
70 - 79% 256 4.82 445 6.86 0.702 
60 - 69% 347 6.53 642 9.90 0.660 
50 - 59% 374 7.04 665 10.25 0.686 
40 - 49% 281 5.29 491 7.57 0.698 
30 - 39% 228 4.29 670 10.33 0.415 
20 - 29% 305 5.74 1014 15.63 0.367 
10 - 19% 524 9.86 1259 19.41 0.508 
0 - 9% 1045 19.66 704 10.85 1.812 

Table 82: Medium Global Sharing vs. Medium Local Sharing IMPACT results 

Table 82 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 36 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 36: Bar chart results for Medium Global Sharing vs. Medium Local Sharing IMPACT Re-
sults 

The IMPACT analysis shows that 90 percent or more nodes are over five times more 

likely to be covered when using a global sharing methodology than local sharing in medium-
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sized counties.  The analysis also reveals that a node coverage of 80-89 percent is 2.7 times 

more likely when using global sharing strategies than local sharing strategies. 

3. 12 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 6 Officer Medium Sharing 

Table 83 and Figure 37 compare six officers versus twelve officers using local and global 

sharing strategies in a medium-sized county.  This compares what happens to the performance 

of node coverage when the number of officers is doubled.   

Percent 
Covered 

12 Officers Me-
dium Sharing Fre-
quency 

12 Officers Me-
dium Sharing % 

6 Officers Medium 
Sharing Frequency 

6 Officers 
Medium 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

80 - 89% 63 7.11 9 0.78 9.102 
70 - 79% 71 8.01 43 3.73 2.147 
60 - 69% 48 5.42 149 12.93 0.419 
50 - 59% 4 0.45 141 12.24 0.037 
40 - 49% 12 1.35 51 4.43 0.306 
30 - 39% 104 11.74 10 0.87 13.522 
20 - 29% 395 44.58 72 6.25 7.133 
10 - 19% 185 20.88 445 38.63 0.541 
0 - 9% 4 0.45 232 20.14 0.022 

Table 83: 12 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 6 Officer Medium Sharing IMPACT results 

Table 83 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 37 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 
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Figure 37: Bar chart results for 12 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 6 Officer Medium Sharing IMPACT 
Results 

The IMPACT analysis reveals that there is quite a large Odds Ratio for the 80-89 percent 

category; however, because of the small number of simulations, the odds ratio value is not sta-

tistically significant.  The 70-79 percent category has a statically significant odds ratio value of 

2.147 for simulations involving twelve officers versus six officers sharing data in a medium-sized 

county.   

4. 25 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 12 Officer Medium Sharing 

Table 84 and Figure 38 compare twenty-five officers versus twelve officers using local 

and global sharing strategies in a medium-sized county.   

Percent 
Covered 

25 Officers   
Med Sharing Freq 

25 Officers Me-
dium Sharing % 

12 Officers Medium 
Sharing Frequency 

12 Officers Me-
dium Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 141 26.76 0 0.00 0.000 
80 - 89% 35 6.64 63 7.11 0.934 
70 - 79% 1 0.19 71 8.01 0.024 
60 - 69% 8 1.52 48 5.42 0.280 
50 - 59% 42 7.97 4 0.45 17.653 
40 - 49% 135 25.62 12 1.35 18.914 
30 - 39% 153 29.03 104 11.74 2.473 
20 - 29% 12 2.28 395 44.58 0.051 

Table 84: 25 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 12 Officer Medium Sharing IMPACT results 
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Table 84 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 38 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 38: Bar chart results for 25 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 6 Officer Medium Sharing IMPACT 
Results 

The IMPACT analysis reveals some large odds ratios between the 40-49 percent and the 50-59 

percent coverage categories, but the frequency numbers are so low that the odds ratio value is 

not statistically significant.  The largest odds ratio whose value is statistically significant is 30-39 

percent.   

5. 50 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 25 Officer Medium Sharing 

Table 85 and Figure 39 compare fifty officers versus twenty-five officers using local and 

global sharing strategies in a medium-sized county.   
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Percent 
Cov-
ered 

50 Officers Me-
dium Sharing Fre-
quency 

50 Officers Me-
dium Sharing % 

25 Officers Me-
dium Sharing Fre-
quency 

25 Officers 
Medium 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 
99% 

407 38.76 141 26.76 1.449 

80 - 
89% 

12 1.14 35 6.64 0.172 

70 - 
79% 

120 11.43 1 0.19 60.229 

60 - 
69% 

250 23.81 8 1.52 15.685 

50 - 
59% 

237 22.57 42 7.97 2.832 

40 - 
49% 

24 2.29 135 25.62 0.089 

Table 85: 50 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 25 Officer Medium Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 85 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 39 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 39: Bar chart results for 50 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 25 Officer Medium Sharing IM-
PACT Results 

The IMPACT analysis shows very large odds ratios for the percent categories 60-69 per-

cent and 70-79 percent; however, the frequency rates for these two categories are not high 

enough to produce a statistically significant value for the odds ratio.  The highest statistically 

significant value for the odds ratio is the 50-59 percent node coverage category.   
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URBAN COUNTY TYPES 

1. Urban No Sharing vs. Urban Total Sharing 

Table 86 and Figure 40 compare the total sharing simulations versus no sharing at all be-

tween officers in an urban-sized county.  The term “sharing” includes local sharing, global shar-

ing, road weight local & global sharing, event local & global sharing, and slowdown local & 

global sharing strategies across all simulations for an urban county.  The “no sharing term” in-

cludes no sharing, road weight no sharing, event no sharing, and slowdown no sharing across all 

simulations for an urban county.   

Percent 
Covered 

Urban No Sharing 
Frequency 

Urban No 
Sharing % 

Urban Total Sharing 
Frequency 

Urban Total 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 128 6.67 47 1.20 5.538 
80 - 89% 82 4.27 277 7.10 0.602 
70 - 79% 14 0.73 203 5.20 0.140 
60 - 69% 75 3.91 154 3.94 0.990 
50 - 59% 66 3.44 93 2.38 1.443 
40 - 49% 120 6.25 264 6.76 0.924 
30 - 39% 179 9.32 181 4.64 2.011 
20 - 29% 155 8.07 408 10.45 0.772 
10 - 19% 332 17.29 683 17.49 0.988 
0 - 9% 769 40.05 1594 40.83 0.981 

Table 86: Urban Sharing vs Urban. No Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 86 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 40 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 
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Figure 40: Bar chart results for Urban Sharing vs. Urban No Sharing IMPACT Results 

The IMPACT analysis reveals that it is five times more likely to produce a percent cover-

age rate above 90 percent if a no sharing strategy is utilized versus a sharing strategy in an ur-

ban-sized county.  The Odds Ratio of urban no sharing has a statistically significant value of 

5.538 in the category of 90-99%.   

2. Urban Global Sharing vs. Urban Local Sharing 

Table 87 and Figure 41 compare global sharing simulations versus local sharing between 

officers in an urban-sized county.  Local sharing includes road weight local sharing, event local 

sharing, and slowdown local sharing strategies in an urban-sized county. Global sharing includes 

global sharing, road weight global sharing, event global sharing, and slowdown global sharing in 

an urban-sized county.   
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Percent 
Covered 

Urban Global Shar-
ing Frequency 

Urban Fre-
quency Sharing 
% 

Urban Local Shar-
ing Frequency 

Urban Lo-
cal Sharing 
% 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 44 2.26 3 0.15 14.697 
80 - 89% 207 10.62 70 3.58 2.963 
70 - 79% 144 7.38 59 3.02 2.446 
60 - 69% 87 4.46 67 3.43 1.301 
50 - 59% 52 2.67 41 2.10 1.271 
40 - 49% 197 10.10 67 3.43 2.946 
30 - 39% 119 6.10 62 3.17 1.923 
20 - 29% 141 7.23 267 13.66 0.529 
10 - 19% 201 10.31 482 24.67 0.418 
0 - 9% 758 38.87 836 42.78 0.909 

Table 87: Urban Global Sharing vs. Urban Local Sharing IMPACT results 

Table 87 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 41 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 41: Bar chart results for Urban Global Sharing vs. Urban Local Sharing IMPACT Results 

The IMPACT analysis shows a very large odds ratio for the 90-99 percent category; how-

ever, the frequency of the simulations is too small to show any statistically significant value.  

The percent categories of 70-79 percent and 80-89 percent both have statistically significant 

odds ratio values of over two.   
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3. 12 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 6 Officer Urban Sharing 

Table 88 and Figure 42 compare six officers versus twelve officers using local and global 

sharing strategies in an urban-sized county.  This compares what happens to the performance 

of node coverage when the number of officers is doubled.   

Percent 
Coverage 

12 Officers 
Urban 
Sharing 
Frequency 

12 Officers Urban 
Sharing % 

6 Officers Urban 
Sharing Frequency 

6 Officers Urban 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

60 - 69% 5 2.63 0 0.00 0.000 
50 - 59% 12 6.32 2 0.57 11.053 
40 - 49% 41 21.58 54 15.43 1.399 
30 - 39% 9 4.74 40 11.43 0.414 
20 - 29% 4 2.11 4 1.14 1.842 
10 - 19% 96 50.53 4 1.14 44.211 
0 - 9% 23 12.11 246 70.29 0.172 

Table 88: 12 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 6 Officer Urban Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 88 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 42 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 42: Bar chart results for 12 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 6 Officer Urban Sharing IMPACT Re-
sults 

The analysis shows that there is nothing to show that using six or twelve officers gives 

greater results in an urban county type.  The data reveals that using six officers in an urban 
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county type gives a six times the chance of having a 0-9 percent coverage category than twelve 

officers.  This odds ratio is a statistical significant value. 

4. 25 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 12 Officer Urban Sharing 

Table 89 and Figure 43 compare twenty-five officers versus twelve officers using local 

and global sharing strategies in an urban-sized county.   

Percent 
Cover-
age 

25 Officers Urban 
Sharing Frequency 

25 Officers 
Urban 
Sharing % 

12 Officers Urban 
Sharing Frequency 

12 Officers Urban 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

0 - 9% 1 0.41 23 12.11 0.034 
10 - 19% 78 32.37 96 50.53 0.641 
20 - 29% 21 8.71 4 2.11 4.139 
60 - 69% 21 8.71 5 2.63 3.311 
70 - 79% 57 23.65 0 0.00 0.000 
80 - 89% 34 14.11 0 0.00 0.000 
90 - 99% 29 12.03 0 0.00 0.000 

Table 89: 25 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 12 Officer Urban Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 89 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 43 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 43: Bar chart results for 25 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 12 Officer Urban Sharing IMPACT 
Results 
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The IMPACT analysis reveals that there is no odds ratio over the size of two in the re-

sults that is statistically significant.  Two categories had high odds ratios, but the frequency 

rates are too small to show a statistically significant value.   

5. 50 Officer Medium Sharing vs. 25 Officer Medium Sharing 

Table 90 and Figure 44 compare fifty officers versus twenty-five officers using local and 

global sharing strategies in an urban-sized county.   

Percent 
Coverage 

50 Officers Urban 
Sharing Frequency 

50 Offic-
ers Urban 
Sharing % 

25 Officers Urban 
Sharing Fre-
quency 

25 Officers Urban 
Sharing % 

Odds 
Ratio 

90 - 99% 10 12.05 29 12.03 1.001 

80 - 89% 21 25.30 34 14.11 1.793 
40 - 49% 6 7.23 0 0.00 0.000 
30 - 39% 6 7.23 0 0.00 0.000 
20 - 29% 38 45.78 21 8.71 5.254 
10 - 19% 2 2.41 78 32.37 0.074 

Table 90: 50 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 25 Officer Urban Sharing Overall IMPACT results 

Table 90 is the output of the CARE IMPACT analysis. Figure 44 is the bar chart represent-

ing the IMPACT results. 

 

Figure 44: Bar chart results for 50 Officer Urban Sharing vs. 25 Officer Urban Sharing IMPACT 
Results 
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The IMPACT analysis reveals the largest odds ratio value that has a statistical signifi-

cance is 5.254 for the 20-29 percent coverage category. This means it is over five times more 

likely to have a simulation result with a 20-29 percent node coverage using fifty officers than 

using 25 officers in an urban environment. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Patrol routing, as with other practices, spans multiple disciplines.  At its core, patrol 

routing is a graph problem whose roots lay in the disciplines of Computer Science and Opera-

tions Research.  Every roadway in a roadway network serves as an edge and every intersection 

serves as a node or vertex. Roadway type, hotspots or an event on the roadway can act as a 

weight for that edge.  Keskin describes patrol routing as a specialized version of the classic trav-

elling salesman problem [36].  The main difference is that the “profits” in most cases have a dis-

tinct temporal element, and in the classic problem, the profits along the edges or vertices do 

not have a temporal component.  In a classical sense, patrol routing is attempting to find the 

most efficient means to traversing along the edges of a graph to maximize (or minimize) some 

objective function, e.g., minimize a crime event, maximize the reduction of crashes, etc.   

This research examines the benefits, if any, of officers sharing previously visited nodes 

(vertices) in a road network (graph) in order to improve node coverage.  The simulations ex-

plore various sharing strategies in the context of a temporal aspect, roadway weights, varying 

officer counts, and different node densities.   

Overall, the results for the overall sharing versus non-sharing were rather small.  The 

odds ratio revealed a very small increase in coverage using sharing methodologies versus no 
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sharing at all.  When comparing local sharing versus global sharing, global sharing strate-

gies demonstrate two times higher percentage in node coverage than local sharing strategies.   

When comparing simulation types in a graph-constrained environment, the results 

showed no major difference in coverage when sharing versus non-sharing.   

For event-constrained environments, the simulations show using sharing methodologies 

is three times more likely to produce a ninety percent or higher coverage than not sharing.   In 

resource-constrained environments, the simulations show non-sharing strategies produce 

higher coverage percentages than sharing strategies.  

In rural counties, the simulations show that as officers are added to the simulation, bet-

ter coverage is achieved.  This is true when comparing each officer county type.  Twelve officers 

outperformed six officers just as twenty-five officers out performed twelve officers.   

In medium counties, the data did not show such high gains between the officer types.  

While there was some gains in the different officer types, the odds ratio did not reveal itself sig-

nificant.  Urban counties showed that sharing strategies are five times more likely to have a 

ninety percent coverage rate or higher versus non-sharing strategies.  The number of officers 

was not as significant for urban counties.   
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THREATS TO VALIDITY 

The research in this study is thorough, consistent, and validated across multiple inspec-

tion techniques.  However, as with any study, there are certain threats to validity. 

Randomness 
 

The simulations rely on randomly selecting the number of events that occur for an of-

ficer and if an event is selected, the type of event is randomly selected.  The average of all the 

simulations are consistent throughout the simulation sets and appears that the seeding of the 

randomizer could affect the results.  The speed of the simulations along with the reliance of the 

randomizing function on the system clock could effect events in the simulations.  

The weighting of the roadways in a graph-constrained environment.   
 

The route network in Alabama is primarily rural.  The graph constrained (road weight) 

simulation, at 60% weighting on interstate routes, may bias the results in counties with low or 

no interstate route miles.  

Lack of a baseline from prior research   
 

The researchers found no previous literature using intersection (node) as a means of 

coverage methodologies.  To account for this, a no sharing simulation set was created for every 
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type of simulation set.  Therefore, a baseline was created using the same simulation 

framework as those scenarios being researched.   This could have biased the results. 

Roadway data network   
 

The data that was given by the Alabama Department of Transportation for this research 

study had multiple issues.  The intersection nodes were supposed to be unique across the en-

tire state; however, the research study found over 10,000 duplicate nodes in the roadway net-

work.  In addition, when a duplicate was found, there was usually a break in the network (refer 

to Section 6.1.2.4.1 for the explanation of the steps to account for this. 

The number of simulations ran 
 

The goal was to run at least one thousand simulations for each simulation type.  A ran-

domized selection of counties was created and used.  The rural counties are heavily used in 

these selections because there are much more rural counties to choose from.  Therefore, the 

study skews towards the rural counties.  This could have affected the road weight simulation 

especially as the urban counties have more interstate roads.   
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FUTURE WORK 

The previous sections presented a potential taxonomy for patrol routing.  While the pre-

sented categories are not exhaustive, it is a very good starting point in covering the breadth of 

the types of approaches currently employed.  The following section outlines potential new ar-

eas of research in the domain of patrol routing.     

DEVELOPING NEW NOTIONS OF HOTSPOTS 

There are several methods of creating hotspots.  In Section 2.2 several methods were 

listed along with strengths and weaknesses of each.  While there are a vast number of these 

methods, there needs to be further research in certain areas in the creation of these hotspots, 

especially as the criminal and traffic crash hotspots are to be integrated into DDACTS.  

The issue of using temporal versus non-temporal needs more research.  For patrol rout-

ing, which involves interdiction into behavioral issues which vary at different times of the day, 

there are cases where both kinds of hotspots are necessary to patrol.  For instance, in the re-

duction of crashes, it is very clear that the problem is temporal.  Different types of crashes hap-

pen at different times.  Therefore if you are trying to reduce a certain type of crash (i.e. fatal 

crashes or DUI-related crashes), hotpots must be created with time as a parameter.  Addition-

ally, there are some hotspots that will always be “hot” and will need to be patrolled throughout 
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the day.  Therefore, methodologies that take both of these types of hotspots into ac-

count must be employed when creating patrol routes. 

Hotspot sizing is another area of research that needs additional work.  Different sizes of 

hotspots have different effects in traffic and criminal interdiction, and may affect the overall ef-

ficiency of different approaches.  The sizing effect needs to be studied and optimized by holding 

all other factors constant, but also ranging these factors over all practical cases. 

More research is required into the factoring in multi-layer data into the creation of the 

hotspot.  DDACTS, as discussed above, indicates that officers must account for a number of dif-

ferent areas of enforcement.  Crimes of various types, reduction of crashes of various severities, 

and the adherence to the wide variety of traffic laws are just a few of the different types of data 

points that must be accommodated.  Accounting for all of this activity in the creation of hotpots 

is vital to the officer. 

DEVELOPING NEW PATROL ROUTING METHODOLOGIES 

New patrol routing methodologies are a fruitful area of investigation.  There are a num-

ber of approaches that could be take in this research.  For example, is it possible to combine 

several of the noted above patrol routing methodologies (taking the best of each)?  Is it possi-

ble to produce numerous simulations using the Maximum Covering Patrol Routing Problem 
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(MCPRP) – perhaps to evaluate the various alternative routing schemes?  Is there a way 

to combine Bayesian-Stackelberg methodologies with simulation based methodologies?  Clearly 

there are a very large number of possible research approaches.   

Another area of needed improvement is in the use of real-time data.  For instance, a 

multitude of data is used in the creation of hotspots (and different methodologies to create 

them), but for the routing itself, usually a weighted graph where the “cost” of traversing a road-

way is fixed based on some function of crash history (frequency and severity) and crime history 

(by type).  Realistically there is a multitude of additional information needed for an officer to 

select the proper route through known hotspots.  For instance, what are the latest weather 

conditions?  What is the current traffic flow situation?  All of these data points are needed in 

real time such that officer can choose the absolute best route possible to go from one hotspot 

to another.  This argues for some real-time system that could detect the officer’s current posi-

tion (as well as time and other input parameters) and provide a guide to subsequent routing de-

cisions.  

More research is needed in the area of the type of patrol routing methodology when 

considering rural versus urban areas.  In urban areas, there are more data available for the cre-

ation of hotspots and routes.  In rural areas, crime may not be as large a factor in the determi-

nation of hotspots.  More research needs to be done to determine which methodology should 

be used in each circumstance.  

Also practically, more research needs to be done in the social science aspect.  If an of-

ficer is presented with a patrol routing methodology, will he/she actually use this in practical 

terms?  Its human nature for people to get into routines and when an officer is supplied with a 
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patrol route, will he/she step off the normal routine and properly work the suggested patrol 

route?  Also, does giving the patrol route to an officer limit the officer’s ability to make judg-

ments for themselves?  Policies would need to be developed as to when the officer should 

over-rule the specified routes. 

METHODOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS 

More work needs to be done in using these methodologies in providing a technical 

framework where users can actually implement the methodologies.  For instance, DDACTS goes 

beyond the idea of patrol routing, but currently there are limited tools that will help an agency 

implement DDACTS and guide officers in the proper placement to limit both traffic crashes and 

crime.   

There has also been minimal work done to analyze each methodology and compare the 

success rate of each.  In most cases, each methodology was implemented either in a lab or in a 

small scenario with the results hard to evaluate.  There has been no comparison of these meth-

odologies to determine if a specific method is better than another. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

Finally, more work needs to go into extending this research into more practical applica-

tions.  In the research presented in this document, a utility function of weighing the roadway 

network was used.  Another utility function that could be used is to weight the actual intersec-

tions or nodes.  This weight could be calculated by the number of crashes that occur in and 

around the node.  Another measure could be the crash severity to further refine the weight of 

the node.  Another method would be weight the links between the nodes by the number of 

crashes or other type of traffic related incident such as a specific type of traffic infraction (i.e. a 
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driving under the influence infraction).   Weights by crime type could also be integrated for 

DDACTS. 

The utility function discussed above would be somewhat different than the goal of node 

coverage of an area in a specific time frame (i.e. shift).  The goal would have to shift to ensuring 

the most severe or highest weighted links or nodes are covered in the specified shift.  This could 

be accomplished by using a greedy method of traveling the roadway network.   

It would not take much effort to modify the existing simulation infrastructure to incor-

porate the utility function.  This would extend the existing research into a more practical appli-

cation.  The ultimate goal would be to develop a system to accept current data that is readily 

available on a daily basis that would maximize an objective function that was flexible enough to 

be modified by the most current local concerns.  This research has proven the feasibility of de-

veloping such a system. 
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CONCLUSION 

This research presented a listing of popular hotspot creation methodologies, giving 

strengths and weaknesses of each.  A listing of tools and methodologies that implement 

hotspots was given, and we introduced a listing of the different types of data that are used in 

the creation of hotspots.  A survey of patrol routing algorithms was presented giving examples 

of each.   

An algorithm was presented that compared how agents share information in a graph.  

The types of sharing included local sharing and global sharing.  To share using local strategies, 

an agent must be within three intersections of the other agent to share the historical list of 

nodes the agent had travelled.  To share using global strategies, all agents in the simulation 

share their historical list of nodes each agent has visited.  To compare these results, a node cov-

erage algorithm was used to determine the number of nodes a set of agents has covered within 

a set time.  The baseline for the comparison was a “no sharing” strategy where no agent shared 

their historical list of travelled nodes.     

This document presented five research questions and gave the results of each question. 

The first question was to determine if agents provide a better coverage than the baseline using 

local sharing strategies.  The second question was whether global sharing strategies performed 

better coverage than the baseline.  The third question asked if sharing strategies performed 

better than the baseline when the agents are in a resource-constrained environment.  The 
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fourth question determined if sharing strategies covered better than the baseline in an event-

constrained environment.  Finally, the last research question posed whether sharing strategies 

provide better coverage than the baseline in a graph constrained environment.  The results of 

these research questions were detailed in section six.   
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